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Slightly delayed (and in need of 'a little sit down'), we return with a new issue for you
to explore at your leisure. Things have been pretty hectic around here of late as all the
little seeds that've been planting on our journey so far begin to sprout. Exciting times
lie ahead and despite the recent crazyness we've still pulled together the biggest issue
yet thanks to the generoity of all our contributors. 

I have a bit of a favour to ask this time around. Being that we're a free (& non-profit)
publication with absolutely no promotional budget we could do with a little help from
you guys. If you like what you see here each time and think you know others that
might feel the same, please let them know about us. Multilink relies heavily on readers
spreading the word about the mag. With so many people giving up their time to get
involved and contribute work, we'd like to think we can offer them as much exposure
as possible. Any links emailed to friends or posted on websites are hugely
appreciated. Remember not to be shy with what you've got going on either. If you
want to get involved in a future issue, step up and tell us what you're up to.

We should be back around the end of August with the next installment. Until then keep
checking the website for interesting links and keep an eye out for the soon to emerge
inmo-design.com website. Stay well and look after each other.

Thanks for your time: Ian Francis // Zach Johnsen // Tim Koch // James Wyett //
Duster // Gabe Koch // Eric Bray // Nik @ Kahvi // Mike Hirst // Vince Fugére // Davon
Ramos // Fernando Cardenas // Patrick McCarthy // Huw Roberts // Erik Skodvin //
Andy Laughlin // Ross Breadmore // Graham Luckhurst // Ross Wakefield // David
Newman // Ross McLean // Justin Maller // Jinpow.

Cover: Ian Francis (ifsra.co.uk/)
Contents: Dbug (krookedfingers.com)



AN INTERNET REVOLUTION
AUDIOBULB RECORDS

WORDS: ROSS BREADMORE & ANDREW LAUGHLIN
INSECT MODELS: WWW.AGRAPHIE.COM



In a music industry which is somewhat like a bloated hog, people are beginning to
grow tired of ‘off the peg’ artists being fed to them. An internet revolution is growing in
momentum, fuelled by individuals searching for true musical innovation. Within a genre
at the forefront of such innovation, electronic music label Audiobulb records and its
figurehead David Newman have played their part in searching for and promoting artists
of genuine musical ability and passion. We were keen to catch up with David and
discover more about his musical mission and philosophy on electronic sounds.  ‘I’m
very much from the point of view that in the way the label functions and sounds, it
should be a piece of art in itself’, David explains, 'only then can it become a meaningful
home for the artists. I certainly think the artists on the label reflect the sounds I'm
interested in. They are obsessives, delving into little details and capable of creating
strange and intricate rhythms and textures to their pieces' 

A fascination with sound exudes out of his every pore, so where does this energy
for aural textures come from? What makes up David Newman as a person and label
boss? 'Like everyone, I first got into music as a kid, mainly listening to my parent's
records. I remember lying there on a sunny day just listening to the vinyl static, the tiny
sounds of dust! I was absorbed! At the age of 11 years I was linking toy keyboards,
tape recorders, radio and record players via a microphone and creating strange textural
tracks onto cassette tape!î 

Setting up a label is no mean feat, so how did he go from being an audio
obsessive, to boldly entering the rough, tough world of owning a label? 'Well, it's really
been a natural progression', laughs David, 'Setting up the label has been a creative
venture in itself. The fun parts include working with the artists and conceptualising the
labels image and how to communicate the audiobulb vision. Then there's the less
glamourous side which includes contracts, distribution arrangements, accounting and
so on. it's all about the music though'

There must be hundreds of hopeful bedroom DJ's and producers out there who are
desperate to get their music on fresh plastic or vinyl. Does this mean that David's door
is flooded by a constant stream of eager beavers? 'I'd say I get about twenty to thirty
demos a week. I listen to them all and give everybody a reply. The A&R role places me
as a gatekeeper to the label and I'm always on the look out for exceptional talent!î 

Ok, we're intrigued. Let's hear a flavour of the type of artists who have made it onto
the roster. Who has really piqued David's interest? 'A while ago, I got a demo from a
guy called Simon Kealoha, who records under the name Calika. Simon's attention to
detail and off-kilter perspective on melody and rhythm immediately switched me on.
His debut release with us (Small Talk, Kills Me) really is a classic album. His tracks ooze
dedication, craft and graft ñ you can really tell he has sculpted something unique and
personal through his work'

David is clearly conscious to ensure his artists share his passion for detail and
artistic vision. The music of Calika, for example, certainly seems to fit that profile 'I
think that electronic artists need to be careful about not being lazy or complacent. A lot
of dance music can be formulaic as people use similar sounds and structures. Artists
often rely heavily on sound processes such as plug-ins and filters to make their music
appear dynamic and I don't see the craft in that. When Calika's tunes landed on my
doormat, I could tell that he had really worked on his sounds. Simon's the kind of
person who goes to bed at night but wakes up at 3 a.m. with an idea and has to go
into his studio and start laying down the idea otherwise he can't get back to sleep!’ 

The label may now be up and running with demos pouring through the door, but
how did David initially entice his electronic superstars onto the roster? 'I've always
been into listening to new stuff', he enthuses, 'As I was essentially part of the musical
community, the bulk of our original artists were people whom I had became fans of
through the music they were releasing on their own web page' 

That's cool, but with these artists going it alone to a certain extent, there must have
been some hesitancy in placing their lot in with a new label. Did artists then see David
as just a big business suit in passionate fan's clothing? 'Artists reactions were really
mixed at first, but they all take their music very seriously. Some were incredibly
complemented by my approach, others were more sceptical and concerned about
whether their music was going to be treated with respect' It is clear that respect
appears to be about as important as passion for both David and his artists 'I came
across a lot of the artists in 2002 on a website called em411 (www.em411.com)’, David
explains, 'It's a technical support website, but also a place that users can post their
music so others can comment on it. Work on there by He Can Jog, Henry Leo Duclos &
Disastrato was so forward thinking and beautiful that I couldn't' believe it wasn't
released! That was the point when Audiobulb was born, I guess'

The internet has acted as the birthplace for Audiobulb, forming a spiritual home
away from all the dross being plugged on the charts and in the high street. Although,
there are no marriages truly made in heaven, so what is great and gory about working
in the Wild West that is the internet? 'Audiobulb records releases both physical CDs
and digital download albums. The thing about the internet is that you can release
albums that wouldn't sell 500 CDs (which is your minimum production run). Therefore
you can support artists whose work is quite experimental. For example, we have a
release later this year by an artist called Claudia who works with very minimal
structures and sound sets. I know that many people love his work but I also know that
in this case we wouldn't sell enough CDs to cover costs. By using iTunes and so on,
we can get it out there' 

So there are people out there happy to shift musical expectations rather than just
units. In other words, there is some good left in the music business 'Sure, a lot of our
artists are doing it purely for the love and not for the commercial gain' There must be
challenges though to balance the books when it comes to staying afloat as a label, how
can the internet help in that aspect? 'Well, we work closely with IODA (a digital
distribution company based in USA). They get our music into iTunes, MSN Music, etc
and provide me with the download figures too. This gives me an idea of the public’s
response to the music and helps predict which artists will be able to progress to CD.
We've also been doing podcasts too. As far as the internet goes, it's pretty much all
good!’

Despite the internet revolution, it is important to still keep your feet on the ground
and Audiobulb are certainly not bypassing the more traditional methods of getting the
music out there 'The thing is that you cannot expect people to buy music unless
they've heard it first. So We've worked on releasing compilations, which are a great
way of introducing the artists. From that, we also get feedback on who's popular with
the listeners. Word of mouth is important too and we also try to do interviews and live
showcases. We just had a successful night with Calika at Hidden Place in Sheffield
University as part of the annual Lovebytes festival. Then we're also planning a label
showcase night in Brighton later in the yearî

Exciting times are ahead then for Audiobulb, what with the Internet continuing to
promote artists that before would not have received coverage, how does David see the
future for the label? 'I think the goal is definitely to continue to release quality music
and to build on Audiobulb's reputation. I'm particularly excited about our latest signing,
Finn McNicholas who works under the name Ultre. He's a Sheffield lad who has an
incredibly well developed sense of melody and rhythmic narrative. I think he's set to
become big news over the year! We have another compilation, Exhibition 3 due for
release soon which will feature Ultre's work alongside Nomad Palace (who's also new
to audiobulb) and new works from Audiobulb regulars such as Diagram of Suburban
Chaos, Disastrato, Marion and Cedar A.V.’

Long may the revolution continue, it's refreshing to hear that in an age so beset by
big business and a never-ending wave of mediocre output, labels such as Audiobulb,
helmed by determined and passionate people like David Newman, can still make
themselves heard.

www.audiobulb.com



STRIKINGLY REMOVED FROM A REALITY OF OUR OWN, THE WORK OF ZACH JOHNSEN PERSONIFIES THAT OF A MIND NOT ENSLAVED BY
RATIONAL THOUGHT. DRAWING FROM RICH AND ECLECTIC SOURCES OF INFLUENCES RANGING FROM DURER AND KLEIN, TO BACON AND
THOMAS PAINE, JOHNSEN’S WORK BROODS WITH DISCONTENT OF HOMOGENY AND THE STATUS QUO. WITH A NUMBER OF EXHIBITIONS 
AND PUBLISHED WORKS, JOHNSEN HAS BECOME RECOGNIZED AS AN ARTIST WHOSE FUTURE IS MUCH BRIGHTER THAN THE OFTEN DARK
CONTENT OF HIS WORK // www.zenvironments.com





















KAAPSTAD, STAND UP!
FROM LA TO THE CPT AND BACK PART II
WRITTEN BY SLOTHANGELES
PHOTOGRAPHS BY FERNANDO CARDENAS AND PATRICK McCARTHY

When we last left our heros of Team Africa they had just been intercepted by the forces of the Archytypes.
Bonded by a common appreciation for Trees and Beats, it wasn’t long before the Archytypes and Team Africa
formed a SUPER GROUP of bud smokers and beat heads. After a short while we started getting stopped on
the street and asked: “You roll with the Archytypes?” You know it.

06 // ARCH(Y)ETYPAL

As soon as the vehicle was secured we immediately jetted out to Lolo’s crib in Langa.
I tell you, I never felt more at home then when I was rolling around Capetown with a
car full of heads drinking 40’s, smoking blunts and listening to MF DOOM. The only 
difference was that I was driving on the wrong side of the street. 

The Archytypes are an up and coming crew out of Langa, a ghetto outside of the heart
of Capetown.  During our trip they were in final preparations for release of their album
“Third World Hustle”. Lolo, T.O.P. (terminator of paradigms) and Hyphen each display 
a unique and complimentary flow to the other, deftly mixing English with Xhosa and
Afrikaans.  With their crunchy, electronic production style, it reminded me of the best of
the late 90’s sound of Company Flow or Anti-Pop Consortium flavoured by the rhythms
and politics of Africa. True to their word, the Archytypes could hook up the ill Cron too.
This, of course, was of major significance.

So at one point we decided to rent a car.
For many days it was a major debate
within the inner circle of Team Africa but,
as always, Dirty was the voice of reason
and reminded us that as long as we got
the insurance we could do whatever the
fuck we wanted. He said he saw it on an
episode of Jackass. Works for me.

Breaking my cherry on the lefty clutch.



On the way out to Langa we hooked up
with Kapt’n (whom we had met at
Marvel the night earlier; middle PIC) and
his girl and threw them in the car with
the Archys.  Kapt’n  is a mainstay on the
SA hip-hop scene, writing, producing
and distributing his own music.  In 2003
he put out a sick EP entitled
Concentration Camp presents Pavement
Special, which highlights the vast talent
in the SA hip hop scene.  Featured on
the EP is Kapt’n’s crew AUDIO/VISUAL
as well as the Archytypes.  

Anyway, we picked up Kapt and all mobbed up to this spot where we new some kids
would be painting on this huge wall.  It seemed like a lot of the main heads from the
Capetown Graf scene had blessed the wall the day before including Mak1 and Sky1 to
name a few. At the wall we ran into Knots, a writer who really seemed down for it just
for the art. He recounted many nights of going out by himself trying to crush the city.
He definitely had this unique, very design articulate style which contrasted the other
styles I saw down there. Just another kid doing what he loves to do. And killing it.

Lolo (Above) was nice enough to host 
us for a second out in Langa. 
The appetizers left a little to be desired
but the smoke and drink was excellent.



Sibot was putting it down for the
Archytypes. I think they knocked out like
3 songs in the two hours they were
working.

07 // THE MIXTAPE: ALIVE AND WELL IN THE CPT.
After picking up Lolo we headed back
into town to the ‘Say Thank You’ studios
where the Archytypes were scheduled to
do some recording. ‘Say Thank You’ is a
music production studio run by Duncan
Ringrose and his brother Simon, AKA DJ
SIBOT. Although the studio seems to
concentrate much of it’s energy doing
commercial sound design work for a
slew of South African companies
including MTV Africa, they also leave
time for creative stuff such as the
Sunday Mix sessions where they 
record with a different artist every
Sunday and subsequently distribute 
a compilation of the sessions.

The 2-story studio, located on Bree St. in
the heart of Capetown, was impressive.
The top story was a plush reception area
and then downstairs was a full on
recording studio.
duncan@saythankyou.co.za



Undisputed highlight of the trip:
Watching Jerry McQuire hella blazed
with the Archytypes. I know you cried
T.O.P.!

Hypehn and Lolo @ Say Thank You.

The Archytypes were for up the
challenge.  With Sibot putting down 
the beats, the pens and paper came 
out and the fools started spitting. T.O.P.
was so faded from the 40’s we were
drinking earlier that he kept passing 
out right after ripping the mic, like 
heavy. Then we’d wake him up and 
he’d rip another verse in one take and
then pass out again. Classic.



08 // TO THE ENDS OF THE EARTH  (REWIND!!!)

Yo, just realised that I’ve been jumping back and forth in time but hey, that’s how we
do and I just wanted to be honest with you. Don’t trip. At some point our boy Jason,
whom we had met DAY 1 from our boy Neo, took us on a tour of the Cape proper.
Fuck, we were in Africa, we might as well see a giraffe or some shit. So we took off
with our boy in the now infamous Pacer. 

Jason, tour guide for the day… the only
tell-tale sign that the man was from
Pittsburgh? Gotta be the shoes.

The Pacer. You must imagine the 3
American Fat Asses of Team Africa
inside of it to fully comprehend the joke.

Our tour started at the Bo Kaap, the Muslim quarter of the CPT that really has that old
world vibe and to which Jason kept referring to as the “most cultural part of the city”.
All I know is that we had to buy a box of pastries for some of the Chief Elders of 
the Bo Kaap, whom we never even met, to ensure safe passage through the area.
Jason just disappeared with the pastries and then reappeared barely even broaching
the subject.



We then headed out of town to the Cape Point, literally the end of the earth, the
southern most tip of Africa.

My peoples is everywhere. Holler at me Dimples! 

Some of the most amazing surf I’ve ever seen… none of it rideable

Mobbin

And then it was to Hout Bay for the
bombest fish and chips…well, pretty
much in the world. STONEY GINGER
BEER; Official Sponsor of Team Africa.



09 // BACK TO WORK 

Weelz, with the support of the Cape
town hip hop community, has been able
to reappropriate a piece of the the
District using this wall in the Park as a
place where kids can get off the street
and learn how to paint.  Kids from all
around come to the park to be mentored
by older writers such as Mak1, Falco,
Faith1, Knots and Weelz. 

We hooked back up with Weelz who
took us on a Graffiti Tour of Capetown.
We started out at a park in the old
District 6, the site of an old multi-racial
neighbourhood that was razed during
the height of the Apartheid.   The
residents of the neighbourhood were
forcibly removed to an area on the
outskirts of the city known as the Cape
Flats and their houses were bulldozed to
the ground. www.districtsix.co.za

Kids of the District

It’s not a clear cut issue as to who the
King of Capetown graffiti is at the
moment but according to Weelz it’s this
kid named TOECHOK.  It was hard to
disagree when seeing his biggest piece
up close and personal.  But to truly
appreciate this man’s work you have to
see the piece from the point of view of
the hundreds of people who see it daily
riding the trains into town.



Next we mobbed to the train station to
watch the afternoon train lines roll in for
the evening. Weelz just can’t stand
empty space..

Train bombing… still getting it done in
the CPT; half way around the world from
where it all started.



We kept seeing this car parked out on the street with the self-explanatory message
scrawled across the side and wondered who had the cajones. Of course the car turns
out to belong to my friend Kriek (Above) who is actually the guy who really took care of
me during my first trip in the Cape. I had heard he was around but it took awhile
before we could meet up but when we did it was like no time had passed except for
the fact that he was now working as a music producer with several musicians from the
Congo when before he was an aspiring musician. He played me much of the music he
was working on and it had an amazing blend of African and almost Carribeanesque
rhythms. Very cool stuff. I wish I had a website you could check out.

10 // THE IGGY AND PAT SHOW

11 // SIR ISSAC MUNTANT AND MITCHELL’S PLAIN

So by now we were pretty much living at Marvel, the local bar with the red lighting and
uneven pool table.  People pretty much knew we were there from about 3 p.m. on and
Iggy (check Vol. 1 of STANDUP) and Pdirty took it upon themselves to run the pool
table and their mouths. The IGGY and PAT show was soon a staple around the pool
table at Marvel and after a little while it was pretty hard to tell them apart.

Smoking trees in the latrine at Marvel. 
I know it don’t look pretty but we’re
smiling for a reason. (Iggy, Sloth, DJ Riko)

Sponsorship has it’s privelages.

Separated at birth?

We had heard about Isaac Mutant (Plain
Madnizz collective) from Gzus, Neo and
Weelz among others and when we finally
met up in Pick Wicks it was apparent
why he was regarded so highly by so
many.  An extremely honest and humble
man, Isaac represents the best of the
Capetown hip hop from Mitchell’s Plain –
the undisputed birthplace of hip hop in
South Africa. Although not around as
long as some of the other groups out of
Mitchell’s Plain such as Black Noize and
Prophets of the City, Isaac shows the
determination, hustle and insight that
made Mitchell’s Plain’s name.



Issac took us out to Michtell’s Plain, an all ‘coloured’ ghetto on the outskirts of the
CPT. We mobbed up to his producers house where his homies were busy smoking and
making beats. He bumped us a few beats and a cipher spontaneously erupted. 
Before we knew it, we were surrounded by kids trying to jump into the cipher. 
“These kids are the future,” Isaac proclaimed. Damn right. Special shout to his 
new baby girl Lyric. Holler at him: isaacmutant@webmail.co.za

Fern almost crushed this baby who was
asleep at Issac’s producer’s house.  
He’ll never know how close he came…

Mural out in Michell’s Plain celebrating
Devious, a coloured rapper who’s life
was cut short. Much love.



12 // THE END OF THE BEGINNING
The story goes that every time Mak1
(TVA Crew) would meet an American he
would tell them that he had a friend in
Los Angeles that always answered
questions with “Word.”  
“You wanna go see that movie?”  
“Word.”
Well, that me, yours truly, slothangeles.
So when I called Mak up I just kept
saying “Word?” “Word!” 
When I caught up with Mak he was hard
at work in a hotel room, commissioned
to create a 3D graffiti environment inside
of it.  By the looks of it he was well on
his way but I have no idea how you even
conceptualise such a thing. All of the
wood work you see in the pictures
above was to be covered with canvas
and spray painted to form a shelf-like
head board jutting out above the bed.
Pretty nuts.  He was also responsible for
the graff ‘zine ‘Style Studie’ which was
published in 2003.
mak1tva@hotmail.com

One last night at Marvel with the homies

So after 12 days, 9,992 miles, 17 1/8ths,
countless Jameson’s, beers and
boerwors rolls, several hundred new
homies and infinite hospitality, it boiled
down to this: trying to figure out how to
fit 3 American fatties and their bags into
1 tiny car.  Although logic would have
you believe it wasn’t possible, it turned
out that it was and we made it to the
airport just in time to have a beer and a
cigarette before take off. And that’s how
Cape Town and it’s people do: logic
doesn’t really apply here and it’s that
very fact that should be embraced and
enjoyed by all. Much love to the CPT.

www.slothangeles.com
www.headown.com (coming soon) 



The Part Time Heroes (aka PTH Projects) are emerging as one of the most varied
and interesting soulful dance music acts to come out of the UK in recent years.
Having been compared to Portishead, St.Germain and Groove Armada, their debut
album is an exciting and fresh journey through different tempos and genres,
incorporating live instrumentation, deep jazz roots and organic soul influences.
Sharing a knowledge and passion of music across a variety of styles, this
production duo now also share a flat in Southampton, from which their music is
created. They’ve already remixed the likes of N’Dambi, Monday Michiru, Citizen
Cope, MJ Cole, Yungun, Mosaic and Instrumental (Big Chill Recordings) and
regularly work closely with double award winning BBC Jazz Artist Liane Carroll.
Their first single ‘Pretend Paradise’ featuring Liane Carroll and ‘Thin Air’ featuring
Laura Vane was released on Dom Servini’s Wah Wah 45s label in early May and the
album is set for releases later this year. 

Who does the group comprise and how did you get together?
The group consists mainly of me (Ross Wakefield) and my flat mate Toby (Vane) as well
as an ever growing group of musical chums. We’ve known each other for years, but
have only been working together a short while. Toby’s an amazing producer and it
started out with me doing some scratching on a track for him, then I started coming to
him with all these ideas I’d written and he helped me batter them into shape. He also
knew a lot of the players and vocalists, so he really helped the project take shape.
Nowadays, we share a flat as well as a studio, so he sorts out snare drums while I’ll do
the washing up.
Where are you guys musically at the moment? 
What are you feeling most?
That’s a difficult question....it changes on a daily basis. One day I’ll wake up and
decide I want to make a broken track, a jazzy thing or a straight up soul thing and the
next I’ll want to write a house Ep. There’s so much utterly inspiring music around these
days, I find that I’m constantly exploring different avenues and trying to tread new
ground. That’s how the PTH Projects thing came about....it provides a channel for
putting out music that might not necessarily slot in with the more distinctive ‘Heroes’
sound. Where the heroes stuff is a bit more organic and perhaps melancholy, the PTH
Projects material will hopefully go all over the place and be less ‘pigeon holeable’.
I’ve heard rumours of an interesting live remix project at this years Big Chill festival,
can you tell us some more?
Yeah....we’re putting together a full live show based around a remix we did for
‘Instrumental’ (Big Chill Records). They’re an amazing instrumental string outfit, who’ve
just had their album remixed by all sorts of tasty artists. So, about a month ago Andy
Waterworth (Bass player for London Elektricity), contacted me and suggested doing
the whole album live, along with a couple of our tracks, for the Big Chill. We’re so
excited to be involved, there’s gonna be a full string section, brass section along with
all of our players and some blinding guest vocalists. It’s a big thing to take on, but an
opportunity to do something that we’ve only ever dreamed of.....can’t wait.

What are the essentials of a PTH track?
From my own personal point of view, I think the key thing that we try to achieve is to
have a strong emotional content. Whatever that emotion might be.....whatever mind
set we’re in when we develop the track in it’s early stages. If we manage to evoke the
same emotions in people when they hear it, then it’s job done. If we can affect people
in even a minuscule way that the music we listen to inspires us then we’re happy. 
There also has to be an organic thread to what we do....even just a sample or a drum
sound. I think that it not only helps achieve an authentic or honest sound, but it goes 
a long way to fuelling the soul of a track.
Do you have any regular collaborators?
Yeah....our most regular collaborator is Laura Vane. She’s not only an amazing vocalist,
but has an incredible ear for writing and has been a huge asset in developing our
sound. We’re also blessed with some superb players that we get in on some
productions, who’s contributions have proved invaluable. The other vocalist who we’ve
had several sessions with is Liane Carroll. We get on so well and have such a laugh
when she comes down, that we always end up putting down new ideas....so hopefully
they’ll be many more collabs with her.
Who do you want to work with in the future and why?
From a vocalist point of view, there’s an endless list, but I’m desperate to work with
more male vocalists. I think Pete Simpson is a phenomenal talent and I’d love to get
him on some of our stuff. There’s also, John-Christian Urich of Tortured Soul who
absolutely blew me away when I saw them live. The musical list is even longer, but
we’re meeting so many like minded artists and producers that I hope we can work with
more and more as the projects unfold.
Your sound is incredibly lush and very big. Is it really all engineered in a bedroom?
Can you divulge any tips?
Aside from our live drums, which we record up at Metropolis in London, everything 
has been recorded in our flat in sunny soton. As I said before, the live element has
been an integral part of our sound. It gives a track so much more depth. It’s just a
case of experimenting with the live element and other sounds, whether it be
percussive or atmospheric, which helps fill out a track.
Which friend/artist/music industry figure have you learnt most from?
We learn the most from the people that we work with. Just being in the studio and
watching vocalists or players and enjoying the creative process is the best education
we could hope for. I often sit there pinching myself, going....’I can’t believe so and so
is sat in my flat making that sound on one of my tracks.’ It gives me the hunger to do
more and to better myself as a musician.
What would you be working on if you were in the studio at the moment?
At the moment the sun’s shinning and I’m listening to Dilla, so I think I’ll start a Hip
Hop project....!

For more info please visit: www.parttimeheroes.co.uk or
www.myspace.com/theparttimeheroes

INTERVIEW: GRAHAM LUCKHURST



“That has got to be the longest keyboard we’ve ever seen!”, we excitedly state to Ross
McLean AKA Mawglee; 
“Its disgusting isn’t it!”, he happily replies, “It cost me two and a half grand! Its not all
about length though, you get the girth too!!”

We sit in Ross’ neat and cosy apartment in central Brighton, dominated by his studio,
which bristles with monitors, magic boxes and that immense keyboard. The relaxed
Mawglee, sipping on a healthy glass of vino, explains more about his musical oasis;
“I’ve been here about three years, everything has really been released from here. 
The major recent transition for me though has been going from PC to Mac. I went 
from a pretty antique PC to a Mac with virtually no restrictions. It kinda made my
music sound bland!”
Back tracking for the moment and for all those who are still expecting us to mention
the Jungle Book, Mr. McLean tells us more about Mawglee’s history;
“I really started programming with Acid (the program not the drug!) and quickly got
able to do very intricate things. I knew I was getting that ’cut’ sound, but people
seemed to like it”

Ross eases back on his stool and takes another slug of wine, “Then I sent my demo
off to some labels and Tru Thoughts were the first people interested”
Despite releasing the Salt Water EP on Tru Thoughts, things did not work out and they
soon parted company. It’s immediately clear though that he’s extremely philosophical
about the experience;
“At that time, It was difficult for me cos I had just started to work out what I should be
doing. When I first released the EP with them, that recognition was enough for me to
want to experiment. There were things that I really wanted to release, but Tru Thoughts
weren’t into it. They were more into my previous down tempo stuff, it was too leftfield
for them”
Ross eases further back and pauses to look out of the window at the gradually greying
Brighton sky outside;
“They never told me to be or do anything and I really tried to stay with them. I tried to
pull it back around, but it just lost all its soul basically” 

Upon parting from Tru Thoughts, Ross embarked on a journey of discovery as an artist
that took him so deep into the musical rabbit hole that he even questioned his own self
image;
“I think the Mawglee thing lost some identity for me. I’m just not sure that the previous
body of work really represents what I’m doing at the moment”
Like all good investigative duos, we delve deeper into what this then means for the
artist known as Mawglee;
“Well, I think that the stuff I’m writing now is much more musical. I compose it on the
piano and then get musicians in. I think I haven’t lost that quirky element though!”
He is calm when quizzed further on the drought of releases that followed his parting of
the ways with Tru Thoughts;
“Maybe in the past I have felt out of depth as I haven’t had that backing skill wise, but
I’ve been quiet for a couple of years now putting in the work to build up my ability”

2004 then heralded a deal with Bastard Jazz and the release of the sharply titled Out
of Luck EP. For Ross, the differences were obvious; 
“Bastard Jazz are much smaller than Tru Thoughts, who had a very definite idea of
what they wanted to do. I think maybe I was a bit too green when I was with Tru
Thoughts. After the release, I was really trying to find my way and I think it’s taken a
couple of years to really get to where I want to be. When I finish this demo, I am really
hopeful that it will get released. I’ve deliberately not sent out any stuff since my release
on Bastard Jazz, although I’ve been doing remixes to make a bit of money and keep it
ticking it over. Now, I’m really looking forward to people to checking the music out!”

The spirit of Mawglee comes back to life and with the now, technically superior 
Ross McLean, good times are on the horizon. Although, we can’t help wondering 
how he’s coped living in ‘London by the sea’ without a prolific musicians salary packet
flooding in…
“I do a few days in a music shop in town and teach music in the evenings. I’ve also
recently been doing a lot more music publishing too. It kinda adds more strings to my
bow. It’s becoming less and less about releasing and more about the industry cos
that’s where the money is!!”
Before you get any ideas about Ross being a money-grabber though, we can safely
assure that he’s anything but that;
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“Its genuinely not about the money”, he explains assuredly, ”The excitement of music
can’t really be paid for. You may get £10,000 for a piece but that doesn’t pay for the
excitement you get free every time you hear it!”

We sit quietly and leave him to go on with his explanation…
“I do want to make a living so I’ve learnt to separate work from my real music. 90% of
its work and 10% is real music. Maybe as you get more successful, then the real
music becomes more prominent”
There surely is a bottom line for Ross and we knew we’d get to it eventually;
“Music is all about dreaming. It’s about dreaming about releases or live experiences.
It’s that dream which makes it a reality. It keeps you motivated to sit in a room for days
and days!”
This is so true for electronic artists. So often the lone rangers of the music industry
without a sweaty collection of cohorts to joke with as they learn their craft; 
“I think that you have to be really obsessional!”, asserts Ross, “You have to be
prepared to sacrifice for the music”

The sound of Mawglee combines old and new intuitively. There are flourishes of funk,
soul, breaks, the list goes on! Maybe the man himself should explain further;
“I kind of visualise it in different shapes, there’s composition and there’s the actual
sound of composition”, illuminates Ross after draining his wine glass, “You often get
inspired by something and then you try to emulate it. You start to imagine how that’s
done and that leads you off on tangents”
This quest for sound has taken Ross on some quite bizarre musical adventures…
“With the studio at my disposal I’m always experimenting! For instance, I’ll record a
double bass and then take a harmonic of it and run that through a shitty speaker in an
oven. It’s amazing! It gives it an incredible sound!”
We wonder, does he then bake the speaker in a cheese sauce?
“The thing is that everything’s made on the computer these days and sometimes you
need to take it out of the computer to give it more life”
It is this energy for music that so defines Mawglee. Now that he feels he has the skills
to match his enthusiasm, all focus is being placed on getting the new demo right;
“These tracks are taking me about a year a track!!”, states Ross smiling, “Its stupid
really, but I want to put them together piece by piece” 

If each track is taking a year though, should we expect the album in a decade?
“Well, I’ve booked some time off work to finish the thing! I‘ll get it done and then I can
start planning the live show”
Ah ha, now we’re talking! Few electronic artists can successfully take their sound to a
live experience, but Ross’ extensive use of instruments bodes promise;
“I’m gonna try and get a grant to hire a big band, maybe a half orchestra. Then I want
to do something really impressive because I’ve seen so much shitty live music. If I’m
gonna do it, then I want to do it properly. Then I’ll coincide this gig with sending my
demo to everybody and saturate the net. I basically want to wow people!” 

So how does the modest and humble technical maestro feel about being the showman
on the big night? 
“Well, performance is a totally different beast I suppose. I saw Radiohead play at
Glastonbury in 1997 and it was one of the best gigs I’ve ever seen. My girlfriend had
dumped me the night before and she was shagging this guy two tents down! I was
tripping on my own, too paranoid to leave my tent until I plucked up the courage to
escape. I staggered into this field and then Radiohead came on. I pretty much had a
religious experience! It was incredible!”
Aside of having religious experiences on acid to Radiohead, when is Ross hoping to
unleash his Magnus Opus on the musical world?
“The live thing should hopefully be soon. With the demo, I would rather it wasn’t
released at all, than on a label which isn’t financially established. I’m aiming high and if
I don’t achieve that, then that’s fine”
With the ideas and level of dedication to the craft that Mawglee epitomises, we are
sure that the demo will find a happy home. Keep your eyes peeled for the semi
religious experience that will be Mawglee live in the very near future!



JINPOW
I FIRST MET JINPOW AT A RUN DOWN BUS DEPOT IN DALSTON (SEE ‘THE HOOKUP’ MULTILINK ISSUE 3), HE HAD TURNED UP AFTER EVERYONE HAD CLAIMED 
THEIR SPACE ON THE WALLS AND POLITELY ASKED TO BORROW SOME PAINT. HE ADORNED WHAT EMPTY SPACE WAS LEFT ON THE WALLS WITH THESE
MARVELLOUS BLOCK/CLOUD CREATIONS. INBETWEEN TRYING NOT TO BREATH IN TOO MUCH ASBESTOS AND AVOIDING FALLING DOWN HOLES IN THE GROUND, 
I GOT A LITTLE INSIGHT INTO THE CRAZY WORLD OF JINPOW BEFORE HE THEN HOPPED BACK ON THE BUS BACK TO BIRMINGHAM. SINCE THEN I HAVE BEEN A 
BIG FAN OF HIS WORK, BE IT HIS LAMPOST SCULPTURES OR HIS MINDBLOWING ENVIRONMENTS.



HOW WAS JINPOW BORN?
Legend has it I was born under a starlit
sky deep in the mountains of
Leicestershire. Raised by a dragon and
some lobsters I spent many a happy
afternoon playing in the forests with my
family. After they split (due to financial
difficulties) they had to hand me over to
a proper family. Adopting a new identity
and spending the majority of my life
trying to be part of society, I still feel the
urge whilst walking round shopping
centres and other places with intense
social activity to walk on all fours with my
back arched and a stare in my eye. 

WHAT DID YOU PICK UP FIRST THE
PEN OR THE MODELLING WIRE?
I think it was first felt tips. The sculptural
stuff came a while later. I’m not ashamed
to admit it I learnt a lot of sculptural skills
from spending an extreme amount of
hours in my youth, converting Games
workshop (little model armies). I use to
get really in to making innocent looking
models look evil. Cutting of a models
arm and replacing it with an enormous
flail of tentacles seemed to hit the spot.
As time move on and tastes changed my
vision became more warped. A growing
taste for large scale abstract sculptures
prompted me to follow a fine art path
and in my degree I developed a large
knowledge of material and methods. 

DID YOU ALWAYS CREATE THESE
CRAZY EXPANSIVE WORLDS OR WAS
IT SOMETHING THAT GRADUALLY
EVOLVED OVER TIME?
It’s definitely something that has been a
long time in the making. Spending a lot
of time discovering exactly what it is I am
interested in and gradually pulling it out
of the darkness. A while back it felt like
my artwork was going at a crawling pace
because although the themes within my
work were developing along with the
skills that were required, the skills
themselves took most of the time to
develop. Wether its learning how to
achieve a certain feel for a piece or 
more specifically understanding how 
to achieve the details like perspective
within architecture etc. But now a lot of
groundwork has been covered I can let
go and make it happen.



YOUR DRAWING AND SCULPTURES
ARE QUITE UNIQUE, WHATS YOUR
INSPIRATION?
My points of inspiration are constantly
changing at the moment I am well in to
twisted tees, Zen gardens, chandeliers
and antlers, wrestlers masks and military
motifs and medals and kitsch ornaments.
Although there are recurring points of
reference: Akira, Walt Disney cartoons,
The loopy explosive 3d forms and
shapes that can be seen in some graffiti
writers works are to name a few. Most of
the things I am interested in come from
just playing around and doodling.
Combining the references together into a
conscious stream of Monty Pythonesque
madness. This is an intuitive process of
feeling around until a narrative is created.

THE PICTURES IN THIS ARTICLE ARE
FROM A SHOW OF YOURS TITLED
“KRONK’, COULD YOU TELL US A
ABOUT THE IDEAS AND MECHANISMS
BEHIND THIS EXHIBITION.
Spectacle gallery where the show was
installed has an internal drain pipe which
runs through the space. The idea was to
play with this unusual feature by adding
a false drain pipe that snaked around the
space and in to the floor, along the way
crossing a door way rendering it
dysfunctional. Only to resurge out of the
gallery floor with a turbulent whirl wind of
wackiness spilling from its end. The floor
sculpture was a little problematic as all
the levitated stuff had to be made out of
lightweight material so the rods didn’t
bend. The rods also had to be stabilised

with welded flats made from recycled
shelf brackets and disguised with
expanding foam. The rabbit’s head 
was taken from a giant stuffed toy that 
I managed to rescue from a local skip. 
I wanted the overall feel of the show to
be at a glance light hearted but at a
closer inspection to reveal a darker more
unnatural side. The walls in particular
have inviting pastel colours that to a
certain extent act as an expanse for the
sculpture in front of it. On the wall is a
painting of a flower that is vomiting an
impossible amount of ooze with bits
exploding out if it. A few sources of
inspiration for this visual playground is
The Wizard of Oz, Charlie and the
Chocolate Factory and explosive works
of Julie Mehretu.

WHAT IS THE FUTURE FOR JINPOW?
I have recently started making a body of
sculptures that I plan to exhibit around
the UK next year. At the moment its all
ideas in sketch books and I still have to
make a few dozen Maquette’s to find out
the best ideas and combine them in to a
few final pieces. The sculptures will be
elaborating on even more expansive
abstract worlds. One sculpture I want to
play with will incorporate the ideals of
kitsch utopias and combining this
something that looks visually disturbing
and wrong. As such, combining these
two in a way that they are not in
opposition but coexisting and creating a
strange unorthodox balance and growth.
These visual ideas will be combined
within a multi levelled floating visual

playground, which will house an oozing
tide of rich syrupy treacle in which a
multitude of kitsch objects will be caught
up in the torrent. The ooze will flow along
the channels of a floating decaying tree
and in to a bulbous form which will act
as the main body this that will be giving
birth to a fibre glass Bambi. From the
lower part of this main body will sprout 
a reef of chandelier arms. In the middle
of which yet more arms sprout, winding
out to culminate in strange sculptural
utopias. On top of the main body will 
be a growth of multicoloured domes:
ranging from patterned effects, staring
eyes, flat colours and fur. A reef of plastic
antlers will adorn the uppermost dome. 
I just have to many ideas and not enough
time. I think I could do with a production
company to do my entire running around
for me, buying materials, sanding down
fibre glass sculpture and making tea etc. 
I have recently opened a
SuperMegaShop on my website selling a
few goodies and in the near future I am
thinking about getting some material
published so keep your eyes peeled on
the website for more details.

www.jinpow.co.uk
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Since 1999 Miasmah.com has been releasing free music to the public, in the seven
years since its birth a lot has changed. The release format has seen a switch from

tracked formats, so called ‘mods’, to MP3, and the label has left behind its trip-hop &
downtempo roots in favour of rich cinematic soundscapes and experimental forms. 

For those unfamiliar with the site, Miasmah also houses owner Erik Skodvin’s graphical
portfolio, which continues to go from strength to strength.

With their number of digital releases now exceeding sixty and having featured well
respected artists such as Lomov, Aphilas and Paavoharju, it may come as no surprise

to hear that Miasmah has announced its first commercial release. The CD entitled,
‘Silva’ is a compilation no doubt intended to showcase the label’s new direction, and
what we have here is dark, organic, theatrical music. The release features a slew of

familiar names, from Type Records mainstays Julien Neto and Deaf Center, to net-label
favourites Gultskra Artikler and City Centre Offices’ Marsen Jules. It doesn’t stop there
either, also scheduled for release is a CD by British artist Greg Haines, and the promise

of many more to come. That said, the label will continue to function as a free MP3
label; one can only assume that Mr. Skodvin is going to be a very busy man in the

coming months!

www.miasmah.com

Not just a net-label



This story, like most others, starts with a prelude and ends with a conclusion. 
Let’s start at the beginning.

The prelude. Not much to look at, rather clichéd as a device, but always a reliable way
to enter a story. This one is a particularly familiar and weather-beaten version that I’m
sure all of you have encountered at some stage before although perhaps not quite 
as forcibly as George Baker did one particularly ominous-looking Saturday morning. 
In fact it is familiar enough to put on hold for a second and introduce you to George;
you’ll pick it up easily enough when we come back to it.

To say that George Baker was unlucky would be the equivalent of saying that water
is wet. George (we’re on first name terms now) and bad luck went hand-in-hand, much
to the eternal regret of the former. He’d the perfect lifestyle required to play the blues
or be a critically acclaimed introspective poet – but was unlucky enough to be born
tone deaf and dyslexic. This ill luck, which extended its tendrils into every aspect of
George’s life, didn’t make George a stupid or foolish man however; he’d developed a
streak of cunning so wide he could make foxes feel sheepish and in particular had
developed the foresight to plan ahead for any conceivable emergency and the catlike
reflexes needed to deal with the ones which inevitably occurred. George always took
every precaution to preserve his safety, although he’d long ago given up attempting to
marry that with preserving his dignity; dignity and elbow pads were mortal enemies.
He, in these final moments before we return to the prelude, can be found approaching
a crossing in deepest London. He has a briefcase in his hand, a whistle on his lips and
his gaze focused away from several angry stares aimed in his direction (he was really
tone-deaf).

So back to the prelude which, apart from seeming quite important, contains a large
sweaty man doing a great deal of thrashing around. This man was an important man in
television, a man used to travelling by chauffer-driven limousine through corridors of
saluting lackeys, a man who had fallen victim to a paperwork mix-up and been forced
to drive a far inferior courtesy car than he normally got, and was currently trying to
urgently work out why the brakes in his Prelude had mysteriously failed and in
particular how to stop the thing. He looked up from under the dashboard just in time 
to see the rather comically-dressed gentleman crossing the road in front of him. 
There was nothing “the man” (he is that important) could do to avoid him, and he
could only watch in despair as the man bounced off his bonnet and did several
graceful pirouettes through the air.

Then two amazing things happened at once. The Prelude, its job done, ground to a
halt and prepared to leave the story – whilst its’ victim performed a stunning and highly
athletic series of acrobatic tumbles before bouncing to his feet unscathed. “The man”
rubbed his eyes and left the prelude behind; he could smell a story.

This was fortunate, as “the man” had to come up with a story fast; he controlled where
the spotlight shone and this was at least partially because he did not want it turned
upon himself. He certainly did not want the publicity associated with knocking down
someone legitimately crossing a road using a level crossing. The man’s acrobatic
ability could prove to be… useful. He strode towards George smiling, his extended
hand a sharks fin arrowing straight for its prey.

Talk happened, then time passed. Lots of things occurred whilst these things
happened, mainly ones involving back-slapping, money and contracts; basically things
of far more interest to the people involved than to you, dear readers which is why you’ll
have to cling securely to the narrative for a second as I move swiftly onwards…

Five years later, which had passed in a blur to him, George could look in the mirror at a
visibly changed man. He’d added a few pounds to his previously wiry frame, changed
his hair and paid to have his teeth fixed – but the biggest difference was his aura of
serene contentment, which was unmistakably that of a person basking in the kind of
security that only a large amount of personal wealth can bring. In short, he looked far
better than he did in our previous brief sighting – even his clothing was now custom-
designed to seamlessly incorporate a vast array of protective pads, making him look
slightly barrel-shaped but far sharper than his previous image (this, admittedly, was not
hard, as he’d traditionally sported the “I got dressed in the dark in an ice-hockey
changing room” look).

Life was treating George well after he’d got ‘talent-spotted’ in the street (well
technically in the air) all those years ago; his “big break” as kids’ favourite “Mr Tumbly”
had been a greater success than anyone could had hoped for, with mounting public
demand leading a couple of years later to his being given his own mainstream show.
This had again been an unprecedented success and in turn had made everyone
involved with the programmes vast amounts of money, due mainly to a ridiculously
popular line of merchandising. George in particular was more than just a rich man, 
his mass appeal made him one of the true elite; a universally popular rich man.

This had not in any way turned him into someone you would dislike. On the
contrary, he was genuinely untainted by his celebrity, remaining the same humble
person who had burst onto the scene so unexpectedly five years before. He was, it
was said, the nicest celebrity there was. He was unfailingly nice to people, generous 
to a fault when it came to good causes, remained close to his family; there was no 
bad side to him, with his name evoking admiration and respect amongst the general
public. And, most of all, George looked like the average person on the street, which
was surprising given the content of his show. He was no muscle-bound Hollywood
action hero, and certainly did not fit the “lithe martial-artist” mould: people could
identify with him, making him all the more likeable in their eyes. Of course they didn’t
know his secret and thought that his shows featured a ground-breaking combination 
of incredibly clever choreography, extreme athleticism and ingenious sets – they were
reminiscent of Jackie Chan’s work yet somehow George added a certain unique
realism to his stunts.

His secret, as we all know, was all down to luck. Or lack of it, specifically. He was
incredibly unlucky, to the extent that he had to pad his every appendage and keep a
constant look-out for random things flying towards him. You couldn’t, in fairness, say
that everything that could go wrong would go wrong where George was concerned.
His luck was such that it would lead any rational person to surmise that luck had a
vendetta against him and was constantly inventing new ways of getting its revenge.
Scenarios that weren’t actually conceivable would suddenly pop into existence and go
wrong. And George had spent a lifetime avoiding them. He had virtually evolved into a
super-being, with catlike reflexes and hyper-developed senses: he could virtually hear
the proverbial butterfly flapping its wings on the other side of the world and prepare for
the ensuing hurricane.

He had adapted to his bad-luck with such spectacular results that all he needed to
do to film his show was to walk into the studio and simply exist. The only difference
between his show and his normal life was the fact that he was being filmed (by
cameras suspended 100 feet in the air behind bullet-proof glass: nothing was safe
when George filmed his show). He necessarily kept himself to himself (no-one was safe
near George either) so no-one realised his “stunts” carried on once he’d left the set
behind – the legend of his genius remained intact. In short George had somehow
contrived to become popular and successful using his “gift” of being desperately
unlucky.

There’s obviously a certain irony there, and in a curious way this too worked to his
advantage. You see fate was actually a real entity, in its’ own curious way, and it really
was out to get George. It was frustrated by its own impotence regarding its lack of
power to ruin his life, and this frustration was not exactly eased by the way George
rode his bad luck like a surfer would a particularly inviting wave – actually benefiting
from fate’s machinations. Worse still, the more successful George became, the more
fate found itself being teased by the other ethereal concepts (you’ll have to take a
giant leap of faith here as this isn’t the place to tell their story - briefly put they do 
exist and have voices; it’s best to think of them as being like small steely air currents).
Life, death and nostalgia were the worst culprits (homesick people understand how
cruel nostalgia can sometimes be) though the others really weren’t far behind. As a
result Fate was constantly at work trying to thwart his guy, escalating it’s one-concept
assault on George moment by moment.

Beginners luck
WORDS: MIKE HIRST
ILLUSTRATION: VINCE FUGÉRE



Unfortunately for Fate this merely resulted in Georges’ shows becoming more and
more compelling each week as George dodged everything from flying sharks (a lorry
transporting them crashed into the studio) to full-blown mini earthquakes without
breaking sweat.

Many years passed without anything much changing. Well, things changed on a daily
basis if fate had anything to do with them (which it invariably did), but the result was
always the same: George inevitably received adulation and fate received a great deal
of mockery. Even Deja-vu began making sarcastic little comments – and everyone
knows that Deja-vu is more of a contrived excuse to use French than a bona-fide
concept. Things, from Fate’s point of view, were going rather badly: whilst from
Georges’ they couldn’t have gone much better: he even expanded into film roles 
and made a big impression in Hollywood towards the end of the years we so swiftly
skipped over.

And at the end of those years, two decades after we “bumped” into George (old
nostalgia making a guest appearance to help us remember that old prelude with 
misty eyes), something rather remarkable happened. George became prime minister.
Now this wouldn’t have seemed all that remarkable had we not skipped so far ahead.
If I’d bored you with a diary-esque account of those years, given you lurid details of a
renewed surge in public demand leading to a complicated handshake and a political
career, told you about the party scandals and his blameless ascension to the throne of
power it would have all made perfect sense. But as we stand we have the unluckiest
man in the world somehow becoming the most powerful – and loved – man in the
country. It really shouldn’t make much sense – and fate was taking it rather badly it
had to be said; it was all the other concepts could do to prevent it making a chain of
coincidences launch a nuclear strike at his headquarters. Fortunately for George (and
the rest of the population) he immediately located his headquarters in a bunker far
below the streets of London. This was not to protect himself, but to protect others: 
he refused to meet people in person, only communicating by video phone, yet
somehow his affability shone through and made people trust him rather than view 
him as a despot. Fate was effectively powerless, not that that stopped it trying.
Ironically George started out to be a great P.M., throwing himself selflessly into his
work. He acted for the greater good; one of his first actions had been to reduce arms
spending and divert the money towards helping the less fortunate in society and all his
subsequent actions were in the same vein. George was virtually a modern-day saint in
the eyes of the public. Not everyone approved of course; the arms dealers were, well,
up in arms for a start due to their sudden and marked drop in revenue. Indeed such
was their discontent that they sent hitmen on several occasions – unfortunately these
were always thwarted by Georges’ bad luck field long before they got anywhere near
him and not a single one survived. George, it seemed could do no wrong.

The concepts weren’t impervious to this of course. They could see that George was a
good man and had a certain sneaking admiration for the way he constantly fended off
fates’ chicanery. Eventually they could take no more, pleaded en masse with Fate to
leave him alone; were so relentless in their badgering that eventually even Fate itself
gave up the ghost and decided to leave him alone.

He’d had them all fooled. His people reacted even as the ink dried on the new decree
giving him absolute power. It was an unprecedented document, authorised without
hesitation due to the unwavering trust people had in him: people thought it was just 
a formality to give him the means to keep on changing the world for the better. 
How wrong they all were. George, you see, had never forgiven fate for its vendetta. 
He might have adapted to it, even profited from it, but had nursed a growing and
smouldering grudge against the force that had kept him so very alone, blighting his
every footstep and turned his entire life into a comedy of errors. Fifty years of dodging
falling pianos could do that to a man. Behind his affable exterior lurked a monster.
The reign of terror began. His formerly-benevolent regime morphed overnight into a
cruel dictatorship whose acts were a slap in the face to all civilised values. By striking
out against everyone, against life itself, he felt he was striking a blow against fate,
bypassing it to distribute luck in his own way, making many feel a taste of his former
misfortunes. Such were the cruelty of his actions that they compelled the concepts to
meet one final time;

“This is your fault” intoned Life imperiously, its’ voice being one of the tokens of its’
presidency
“Oops” responded Fate, its voice cold as ice
“You have reduced the world to ruins, and that was my job” seethed Malediction in its
scorched tones

One by one the other concepts chimed in, each blaming fate for warping Georges
mind and causing such trauma in the world at large. The group’s conclusion was
unanimous; they would unite their forces against him and rid themselves of his evil
once and for all

Several terrible years passed, at the end of which George was still presiding over a
visibly more scorched kingdom which had expanded its boundaries to cover most of
Europe with much the same effect as a forest fire.

“Bugger” said Life as imperiously as an entity suffering a slight breakdown can
manage
“Told you he’s a hard one” said Fate slightly more smugly than the situation should
have warranted
“Well has anyone got any ideas? There will soon be no people to believe in concepts
at this rate” imperialed Life tremulously

There was a long silence, which was eventually joined by another. Just as a third
silence was plucking up the courage to make its presence felt, a tremulous old voice
quavered itself into audibility.

“It seems to me he’s just a victim of his upbringing. All that bad luck; all the poor lad
needs is a good hug: I bet he’s never had one”

The other concepts looked at each-other. They were not used to hearing old mother
earth speak; she spent most of her time sleeping on a conceptual old chair by the
conceptual fire (even concepts like their home comforts), and the rest talking horse-
manure. Of course the fertiliser kept her looking younger than her years, but it was
hardly an edifying topic of conversation, particularly when the listener was a
disembodied concept. This time, however, she somehow appeared to be making at
least a little sense. Fate backed into a corner; it was sure that it wasn’t going to like
this.

“So all we need to do is be nice to him?” rumbled Life sonorously
“Yees deary” croaked old mother earth “He’s spent all his life dodging unpleasantness
– but he’s had no practice at all at dodging good things!”

The concepts came to a conclusion. Fate did not like it. It had never been a good
loser.

Cupid tiptoed along the window sill. He did not need to do this, but liked the old ways.
He fired his little arrow and in so doing lifted the dark clouds which had threatened the
earth so.

Nine months later a howl of anguish filled the land. This was actually a rare event,
George having reverted to his former role of benevolent despot the moment he’d met
and fallen in love with Georgina, but childbirth is never silent. He had quit his post
soon after meeting her, but not before repairing the wrongs he’d done and ensuring
that things were run the right, benevolent, way in future. He’d had a full life, filled with
success, money and power, but it was only in finding true happiness that his story had
found conclusion.



TIM

KOCH

INTERVIEW: JAMES WYETT



Despite the recent release of his 5th full length album (Faena) containing material
that will undoubtedly be classified universally as Electronica / IDM, it comes as a
slight surprise that Adelaide based Tim Koch  has never really felt that comfortable
as being  part of the Electronic music ‘scene’. Perhaps these feelings relate to
having very little to do with electronic music for the last 18 months. More often
involving himself in the recording of traditional instruments such as Guitars, Bass
and drums. This coupled with the fact he’s rarely listened to any electronic music in
the past 2 years, places him in a position of feeling an outsider at present.

I feel that I’ve never slotted in well , since I have no history of electronic music in the
sense of techno or anything else. To this day I have never attended a  rave or any real
dance based electronic event, as that never appealed to me as an aspect of electronic
music. Similarly I find it so hard to connect with non melodic based music. It is purely
down to the individual really, but as I get older I'll always sway towards vocal based
work, I have found that the music that really stays embedded in my life is music that
tells a story or has some thread of relevance to what is happening in my life.

So, what generated his initial interest in the recording/production process? 
Hearing the PiL 'First Edition' album for the first time in around 1991, and
consequently their second album ‘Metal Box’ (or Second Edition as it’s more widely
known) really got me fascinated in sound, and I can remember on sweltering hot
Australian nights, dragging my mattress in front of the air conditioner and basically
listening in great detail to these early PiL albums on good headphones. I think that the
raw inspiration that came from hearing something so different was what made me
want to pick up a bass and just try and learn to play via mimicking bands that I liked.
This led to checking out alot of Can, and earlier German Krautrock style bands. I can
name the two tracks that made me really want to start buying gear and recording.
They were ‘Autriche’ by Autechre, and ‘Choke + Fly’ by Balil. I think it was the more
cerebral side of electronic music that triggered my interest there.

What is it that continues to motivate you to create musically?
I think sometimes but not always I will use my music as an outlet for a particularly
emotional or affecting event in my life, and I know it is such a common thing for any
artist to say, yet it is still a valid point. Being in Europe for a few months late in 2004
and touring with people I had only really just met resulted in a different pattern of
thinking and approach to writing new music. I don’t want to over complicate or
romanticise the process though, I guess it is almost the equivalent of having a punch
bag hanging in your garage which you lay into occasionally when things are pissing
you off in day to day life. I am more inclined to sit down and do anything musical when
I am either (a) in love (b) lost love (c) extremely happy (d) extremely sad.

A lot of what I do really is just triggered from my visual sense. For example I only ever
started writing music having been inspired by certain films or scenarios / fantasies that
were in my head.

It usually goes hand in hand with instrumental based music that the visual 
element is more present. A lot of melodic electronic music is usually summed up 
by friends as ‘man you should send this to film people’. The larger shows we did in
Europe for the U-Cover tour had projections with a very large screen, and it worked
really brilliantly.  Each artist filmed scenery from their part of the world either from
moving cars or just walking with a handheld camera. Koen at U-Cover did an amazing
job at editing it all together. My set consisted of approximately 60 minutes of footage
of Australian rocky coast, followed by some stunning images of the American
countryside (Ten and Tracer), and some lovely lush landscapes and industrial settings
in Europe from Kettel and Ontayso. For me that was the most satisfying and complete
set of shows for this kind of contemplative more listening based electronica.

How does he feel about the live element of his work?
I have never felt comfortable sitting behind a laptop and performing, and I 
think it shows. Of course I get into the music though, and hearing it on a really
high end sound system is great. I have to say that shows in Europe on the
U-Cover tour had the best vibe I've ever felt - a really open and receptive 
audience, just genuinely friendly and warm people. On that tour I varied
the set according to the environment definitely, based on whether it was a ‘sit down’
show or whether there was at least some way people could dance! We played one
night in an empty pool in Brussels in an amazing old disused swimming centre, 
and the temperature was close to freezing which resulted in hard drives not working
very well.

So the travel aspect of playing live has been a rewarding experience?
I’ve loved it, and it really is the thing I savour the most that has come 
from making music. It was amazing to be in Europe and England especially,
in the sense that this kind of music has so much more history embedded in 
that part of the world, whereas Australia is so different musically, and anything
electronic based has taken quite a lot longer to become accepted and be 
embraced.

And what is the music scene like in your part of the world?
I’m living in Adelaide, it has a population of just over a million people, and has had a
music scene that ebbs and flows like any other. Recently it has diminished quite a bit I
think, in terms of any genre. However a lot of Adelaide acts have been doing great
things, Stefan Panczak has recently had a great album out on Static Caravan as ‘Inch
Time’, Clue To Kalo are doing big things (on Mush and Leaf), as well as lesser known
people such as Tim Jackiw (album on U Cover).

Aside from his solo creativity Tim has made other contributions to the Australian
music scene by playing drums for local Adelaide band Brunatex, he has however
since taken a role more based around production, arranging and padding tracks out
via sequencing and manipulating their source sounds. He also co runs Surgery
records who now have over a dozen releases including material by Epoq, Vim!,
Bauri, Cim and Mr Projectile to name a few. They are currently in the process of
‘taking things in a different direction, branching out and not restricting what genre of
music we put out. There will be a version of my Merck album that will come out on
Surgery, with a few tracks in common, but a whole new package with artwork etc. I
didn’t think it was the right thing to do to have my own material out on a label that I
was so involved with, but having had more stuff out over the years I guess it isn’t such
a concern now’. 

With so much material released over the last 6 years, has there been any conscious
decision to change or alter your personal style during this period?
I think a shift has come primarily from me wanting to get more enjoyment
out of recording, the process of constructing melody, and then almost 
arranging even before sitting down at a computer to sequence or alter 
anything. The importance of working with other people has become much 
more apparent to me over the years; the allure of complete control of 
production is a strong one, but I think collaboration or even someone 
external bringing input into a project really has enormous benefits.

I haven’t really used software for the last year and a half, and have basically just
used a mic to record acoustic guitar parts and vocal ideas for ‘real’ songs. Something I
have always struggled with is that when I was younger, standard chord progressions or
song structures weren’t something that I instinctively wanted to do, but yet after I while
I think the lack of them in a lot of electronic music has become quite disillusioning.

Like many artists, a lot of his output has been released via the internet and to a
large extent involvement in various projects comes as a result of this community. He
does however harbour concerns about the volume of file sharing that takes place as
a result of the medium.
Without getting too judgmental in terms of file sharing, I think as a genre 
electronica / IDM is affected a lot differently than say indie rock. The typical
IDM listener is more often than not more attuned to the process of p2p / bit torrent /
soulseek / limewire etc. 

Having said that, in the last few years I have had friends who only listen to more
mainstream types of music, that have almost given up on physically visiting a record
shop. They straight up download everything from the net, and feel happy having the
latest movies and albums as mp3 / avi / mov / or any other inferior compressed format
with no packaging or physical product to hold or possess. 

People who dump their whole collection of music to a digital form will ultimately have
the dilemma of failing hard drives or recordable media. I  mean what do you pass onto
your kids / whoever, a box full of shitty removable hard drives full of mp3s? An iPod
that is useless because of a dead battery? It is very hard to see a way forward when
people have faith that a 40 gig iPod full of 128 kbps mp3s leeched from the net is the
future of music.

I feel this definitely sours the attitude of people who put endless effort into running
smaller labels such as Merck or U-Cover, and results ultimately in such labels just
simply giving up (recently Neo Ouija / Component / Merck / U-Cover).

So what does the future bring?
There’s a track on a Ghostly International download comp, a few other comp
appearances, an mp3 EP on net label www.mono211.com - that’s the last of the
electronic stuff for now.

I’ve started a new pop / indie label called Kinderbox  www.kinderboxrecords.com  and
hope to have an album of acoustic new stuff out later in the year which should be
prompted with an ep for online label Observatory.

For more information on Tim, his past and future works visit: www.jojati.com/tkoch/



INTERVIEW: GABE KOCH



ARTIC HOSPITAL IS BETTER KNOWN TO SOME AS ERIC BRAY, HE TURNED 21
EARLIER THIS YEAR, AND PUT THE FINISHING TOUCHES ON HIS FULL LENGTH
DEBUT ALBUM AROUND THE SAME TIME. SO FAR HE HAS RELEASED TWO 12’S
ON THE IMPRESSIVE NARITA IMPRINT, HIS ALBUM WILL BE GRACING THE STORE
SHELVES EARLY NEXT FALL. HE ALSO HAS SEVERAL LESS PROMINENT ALIASES
WHERE HE DELVES INTO STUFF MORE APPROPRIATE FOR OFF THE
DANCEFLOOR. PERHAPS YOU CAUGHT HIS 'TALVE' CREDITED REMIX OF
MACHINE DRUM ON THE RECENT MERCK  RELEASE, MERGERZ & ACQUISTIONZ?
OR POSSIBLY HIS MP3 ALBUM UNDER THE NAME 'SEMBLE' FOR THE NOW
DEFUNCT AND NONEXISTENT PLEAZANT MUZIK WEB LABEL YEARS BACK?
NONETHELESS, WE CAUGHT UP WITH HIM BY EMAIL, WHERE HE GLADLY
ANSWERED OUR QUESTIONS FROM HIS DEN IN GREEN BAY, WISCONSIN, OR AS
HE LIKES TO CALL IT ‘THE SECOND LARGEST TECHNO CAPITOL OF THE WORLD
NEXT TO COLOGNE’.

HOW DID YOU GET INTO ELECTRONIC MUSIC, AND WHAT DOES WISCONSIN
HAVE TO DO WITH THAT?
Chemical Brothers. Which is the truth really, but back then I was nine years old. 
There are loads of different reasons, but I was just fascinated with the sound I guess. 
It was during my “Teen Angst” years, I was heavily into Nine Inch Nails among other
crap like Korn and Limp Bizkit, which is also terribly true. But when you live in Green
Bay at a young age, there’s really not much else besides what your friends listen to. 
I was a freshman in high school when I first discovered Autechre and Plaid. It drastically
changed how I thought about electronic music, which spiralled into what I listen to
today. In terms of Wisconsin, there’s absolutely nothing of interest here at all, Green Bay
is culturally dead and there’s not a single musical interest here that I can think of. Sure if
you like cover bands that play Blink 182, or lately, My Chemical Romance, it might do
the trick. But as far as I know, I’m the only electronic musically interesting thing that 
has come out of Green Bay, which makes me sound full of myself but I’m being
absolutely serious.

SO HOW DID YOU GET FROM AUTECHRE INTO DARK FRIGID COLOGNE TECHNO?
Back when I had heard LP5 by Autechre, I was completely obsessed with it. I had heard
nothing like it, and the presentation was utterly base: no artwork, blank cd, just text on
white cardboard. This sent me off searching for more new and interesting things, but
back when you first get into it, everything is instantly new to you. I was one of those 
‘I listen to IDM and nothing but IDM’ kids at the time. Somewhere along the way it 
loses the magic it once had. I still love Autechre, but I started getting into things like
Labradford, Doldrums, Stars of the Lid, Tortoise and the like. Along with this I heard
minimal techno acts like Geoff White and Sutekh, whom both really impressed me and
got me out of my ‘IDM ONLY’ shell, and made me take techno or dance-oriented music
more seriously. Around this time I had made a few techno tracks myself, a sort of ‘just
see if you can do it’ sort of thing. When Narita popped up, through my own desire and
a nudge from a friend, I sent some tracks, one of which ended up on the Terminal 1
compilation. From there it just sort of took over. I now make and listen to more techno
than I do anything else.

WHATS BEEN THE MOST SURPRISING THING ABOUT RELEASING MUSIC SO FAR?
Not a whole lot has been that surprising to me, but it can be kind of strange. People
tend to lump you into a group and look at you in a different light if you have “official”
releases on a legit label. A kid in Minneapolis came up to me before a show I was
slated to play, and talked about how he downloaded a track and how he really dug it
and all that, and it’s strange going from complete obscurity to being talked about in 
that light. Sort of like an “are you Arctic Hospital?” kind of thing. It’s also weird seeing
the tracks you’ve made on a physical format, like a record. It’s old hat for veterans
who’ve released on many labels, but it’s still new to me. I haven’t sent a ton of demos
around though because I don’t know what labels would release what I make, but Narita
is treating me just fine right now. Until I can be really bothered, I’ll just stick with them
for the time being.

WHAT’S IN THE FUTURE FOR YOU?
Lot’s, I hope. I’m a very ambitious and optimistic person with what I do, in all areas
really. Though I’ve released techno, I’ve been making other types of music far longer
than I have techno, and I hope to be working with that more and propelling that
forward. I also do a fair amount of writing and I’m trying to square away a manuscript 
to send out to publishers. This summer is basically going to be packed full, and it needs
to be that way. As far as techno is concerned, I hope to release another EP in the near
future. I’ve done another remix for Anders Ilar which may get released, and from there
who knows. I’ve got a general idea of what the future will hold but I prefer not knowing
exactly, it keeps things more varied and interesting. I’m shamelessly optimistic about it
though, that much I know.

WHERE DO YOU THINK TECHNO IS HEADING, AND DO YOU GIVE A SHIT?
I honestly don’t know and I don’t know if I do give a shit really. Minimal is the big thing
right now, isn’t it? I’ve been told I am minimal but there are minimal techno fans out
there who won’t even touch my material probably. I guess if there is no base minimalism
going on, or if it doesn't have a clicky/shuffly beat, it’s not good to them? I don’t follow
that at all. But then you have Detroit techno lovers who just listen to ‘by-the-books’
Detroit techno and steer clear from the minimal stuff. I guess what I'm trying to say is
that it seems very clique oriented. There’s fantastic stuff on both ends, why stick to
one? When I make techno, I make stuff that, for me, is full of energy, has lots of layers
and basically an overall feeling that hits you hard. But I don’t always make that kind of
thing either. I don’t mind stripping it down. I guess at the end of the day though, I don’t
really follow the trends of techno enough to know where it’s going. I’m sure there are
techno scene watchers out there who could tell you where techno is heading, but I’m
definitely not one of them.

www.arctichospital.naritarecords.com



DEPTHCORE
With over 80 artists in its ranks, the international art collective DepthCORE has 
been growing from strength to strength since its inception in 2002 by Justin Mailer 
and Kevin Stacey.

The collective showcases the work of its members via downloadable 'Art Packs'.
These themed packs compromise a wide range artworks spanning digital art,
photography, animation and music. The artists are free to interpret these themes as
they see fit, making for unique and entertaining translations of the initial concept,
aiming to bring something unique and innovative with every release they put forth, as
they illustrate, orchestrate and visually represent the thoughts, hopes and dreams of all
corners of the globe.

Over the following pages is a brief glimpse of what the artists of DepthCORE have to
offer. It was extremely difficult to choose images to feature in this article due to the
vast quantity of excellent work on display, all I can say is that if you like what you see,
check out the website and download some of the superb art packs.

www.depthcore.com

MLTLNK // DEPTHCORE // FTR06
TITLE: SH01
ARTIST: NUGRPHK
ARTPACK: LOUNGE



MLTLNK // DEPTHCORE // FTR06
TITLE: SH02
ARTIST: NUGRPHK
ARTPACK: LOUNGE



MLTLNK // DEPTHCORE // FTR06
TITLE: MONARCH
ARTIST: EKUD
ARTPACK: FREESTYLE II



MLTLNK // DEPTHCORE // FTR06
TITLE: SABOTEUR
ARTISTS: CHRIS, EKUD
ARTPACK: FREESTYLE II



MLTLNK // DEPTHCORE // FTR06
TITLE: ENGAGE
ARTIST: RG-FN, DENISK
ARTPACK: VERVE



MLTLNK // DEPTHCORE // FTR06
TITLE: SXL
ARTIST: LIKUID
ARTPACK: CALIBRE



MLTLNK // DEPTHCORE // FTR06
TITLE: SPACE
ARTIST: FAKE
ARTPACK: LOUNGE



MLTLNK // DEPTHCORE // FTR06
TITLE: BUTTERFLY
ARTIST: FAKE
ARTPACK: LOUNGE



MLTLNK // DEPTHCORE // FTR06
TITLE: 70SL
ARTIST: SYSMATIC
ARTPACK: LOUNGE



MLTLNK // DEPTHCORE // FTR06
TITLE: NATURE & KAOS
ARTIST: GAVINWM
ARTPACK: VOODOO



WORDS/INTERVIEW: LMS

ELECTRONIC MUSIC AND 'IDM' IN PARTICULAR HAVE SEEN A PRETTY
BUSY LAST DECADE AND A HALF, FROM ITS RISE IN POPULARITY
THROUGH THE NINETIES TO ITS CURRENT STATE THAT MANY SEE
COMPARATIVELY AS SOMEWHAT OVERSATURATED AND GENERIC. 
HAVE THINGS REALLY BECOME THAT BLEAK OR ARE WE JUST SPOILT
FOR CHOICE THESE DAYS. IT'S CERTAINLY TRUE TO SAY THAT THE
AMOUNT OF MATERIAL TO NAVIGATE HAS INCREASED HUGELY AND 
IN SOME SITUATIONS QUALITY CONTROL IS TAKING A BACKSEAT. 
THAT SAID, A NUMBER OF PARTIES STILL CONTINUE TO DELIVER 
THE GOODS WITH AN IMPRESSIVE LEVEL OF CONSISTENCY. 

ONE SUCH EXAMPLE IS MIAMI BASED MERCK RECORDS. SINCE THEIR
INCEPTION BACK IN 2000, THE LABEL HAS RELEASED TRACKS BY
AROUND FIFTY DIFFERENT INTERNATIONAL ARTISTS AND PLAYS HOST
TO A DISCOGRAPHY BOTH VARIED AND REFRESHINGLY TIMELESS
CONSIDERING THE FAST EVOLVING NATURE OF THE AREA IN WHICH
THEY OPERATE.

REGARDLESS OF ITS WELL ESTABLISHED IMAGE AND CONSISTENTLY
HIGH STANDARDS, LIKE MANY OTHER INDEPENDENT LABELS, MERCK
DOES NOT COMMAND A LARGE WORKFORCE OR ANY COMMERCIAL
PREMISES. IT'S DAILY OPERATION IS IN FACT THE SOLE EFFORTS OF 
IT'S CREATOR, GABE KOCH, WHO LOOKS AFTER ALL ASPECTS OF 
BOTH MERCK AND IT'S MORE RECENT SISTER LABEL NARITA FROM 
HIS HOME IN MIAMI.

I'VE BEEN A BIG MERCK FAN FOR A WHILE NOW AND OVER THE 
LAST YEAR OR SO OF DOING MULTILINK, I'VE GOT TO KNOW GABE A
LITTLE AND DONE MY BEST TO OFFER PROMOTIONAL SUPPORT AND
GENERALLY SHOW SOME LOVE FOR THE WORK HE AND HIS ARTISTS 
ARE DOING. FOLLOWING THE SAD PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENT THAT HE IS
BEGINNING TO SLOWLY WIND DOWN THE LABEL IN ORDER TO FOCUS ON
NEW PROJECTS, I SEIZED THE OPPORTUNITY TO GET SOME FURTHER
INSIGHT INTO WHAT'S BEEN HAPPENING BEHIND THE SCENES OVER THE
YEARS AND WHAT THE WHOLE EXPERIENCE HAS BEEN LIKE FOR HIM.

YOU GREW UP IN MIAMI, RIGHT?
Yeah, I have lived here since 1992. I was born in Richmond, Virginia in 1980, moved to
St. Louis, Missouri in 1984, then moved to Orlando in 1987. I've been here fourteen
years so Miami has been the brunt of influence on pertinent things.

YOU WENT TO HIGH SCHOOL THERE THEN...
Yeah Miami Beach senior high school, right near the heart of South Beach.

CAN YOU REMEMBER WHAT YOU WERE INTO AROUND THAT TIME?
1992-1995 I was into metal, industrial and loosely some hip-hop (Wu-tang, and the
newer stuff coming out of New York). Around 1995 I started to go from industrial into
electronica as well as more into hip-hop. I was hardcore into hip-hop and IDM for
about 1996-2000, then I got sick of where hip-hop was going and basically traded in
my time spent on that, for running a label. I also got into graffiti when I moved to
Miami in 1992. There wasn't any in Orlando, but moving down here there was a lot.

YOU USED TO PAINT MUCH?
No, I was more of a grafologist. I painted a little and did sketches but was never 
that good with drawing so mostly just bombed and did throwups. I knew a ton 
of writers and knew all the places to paint and who was doing what. I own
www.miamigraffiti.com and have been trying to get together a searchable archive 
of Miami graf (based on user submissions), but I've just been too busy with Merck 
to make it happen. Eventually I faded out of the graf scene when I started the label.

So like 1995-1996 I started getting into Aphex Twin, The Orb, Autechre, etc. By
about 1997 I was starting to get pretty hardcore into it, I found Skam and Rephlex. 
I was only 17 at that point so I couldn't go out to shows. I was basically a bedroom 
fan which of course drew me to Warp, Skam & Rephlex stuff. I would say that the two
most influential labels to me are Warp and Skam. Rephlex and Musik Aus Strom are
important as well and then of course all of the Miami labels; Schematic, Beta Bodega,
Chocolate Industries, Isophlux.

Miami labels have always been very underground and indie. No offices, just guys
who are friends and have connections, pressing records and selling them however 
they can. There has always been a good, tight knit scene here but never that huge.
Bass/Electro has always had a big impact on it all, because a lot of these guys grew
up listening to that stuff. I didn’t really, I was more into metal growing up, though I
definitely do enjoy bass and electro, but that may be what separates me a bit from
some of the other Miami guys.

MERCK 
RECORDS



CAN YOU NAME SOME ESPECIALLY INFLUENTIAL ARTISTS/RELEASES FROM
THAT 95-00 PERIOD WHEN YOU WERE REALLY GETTING INTO THINGS?
Autechre 'Tri Repetae ++', Aphex/rdj 'SAW II', 'I Care Because You Do', The Orb
'Orbus Terrarum'. 'Tri rep' was the first AE I heard and it's still my favourite. I bought
Amber on vinyl first, before ever hearing the cd, and played it at 45 all the time until 
I finally heard the cd, though I still prefer it at a slightly pitched down 45. Global
Communication '76:14' is great stuff. Boards of Canada 'Hi Scores', the Skam
compilation 'Skampler', more important stuff to me. The Push Button Objects 12" on
Schematic and Funkstorung 'Funkenstort'. Gescom, Push Button Objects and Boards
of Canada were really important because I was into hip-hop and how it could converge
with IDM and those three were pioneers in that. That was the theme I went for with
Merck originally, I was trying to do more hip-hop oriented stuff but got derailed with
straight IDM guys.

I KNOW YOU HAVE AN APPRECIATION OF DRUM & BASS TOO, 
WHERE DOES THAT FIT IN?
Well one of the major nights in Miami was called 'Beatcamp', I used to go every week.
Downstairs was great DnB and upstairs was all IDM, mostly being spun by DJ Aura
and Schematic associated guys. Later it became half IDM and half underground hip-
hop (early Counterflow guys) so that night was just heaven for me. It was like a must
stop place for US DnB tours as well. During WMC in Miami there used to be really
good underground shows. At those I basically saw about every name that is important
to me; Dom, Ed Rush, Ray Keith, etc. it was always kind of a side thing I was into but 
I guess it was only really fused with my other stuff through the Beatcamp weekly. 

WHAT'S THE SCENE LIKE IN MIAMI IN REGARDS TO CLUBS/SHOWS?
It's the same crowd here going to the same nights and everyone knows each other,
making it real hard to do expensive shows because you can't draw a ton of people to
begin with and then you have to let a lot of them in free because you know most of
them. There are hundreds of clubs in Miami, but maybe only five that play any decent
music. Schematic used to bring the Warp tours down, but they would usually end up
losing money on them. So now there are almost no non-local IDM shows, except
during WMC. There are good DJs here, but sadly they don’t have much of a following.
Guys that are some of the best in the world from what I've seen. Turntablist style
IDM/hip-hop DJs, who can beat juggle, but know every Autechre album by heart. It
just blows my mind when I see them spin. It's probably why I've never learned to DJ
properly because those guys ruined any motivation I had to try. 

THROUGH WHAT AVENUES WERE YOU INTRODUCED TO THIS EARLY AE, 
APHEX, ETC.. STUFF?
Partly digging through CDs, and partly local underground radio. I used to go to used
CD shops and just pull out shit in the electronic and industrial sections and listen to 
it. I ended up with an array of stuff. There wasn't really any vinyl stores here, theres
always been one on South Beach but that's about it and that was only good for a few
years so i didn't get into vinyl until i started getting into IDM alot. I would find names
and make connections then find other stuff, and also meet DJ’s, alot of them worked
at CD stores and I'd get reccomendations from them.

WHAT ABOUT INITIAL CONTACTS BEFORE YOU STARTED MERCK. WERE THERE
ANY PARTICULAR FRIENDS WHO WERE HEADING IN THE THE SAME DIRECTION
AT THE TIME?
Romulo of Phoenecia, Steve of Beta Bodega, Seven of Chocolate Industries and DJ
Aura. Those would probably be the main Miami people that influenced my early career.
Romulo is half of Phoenecia and half of the duo behind Schematic. Steve is La Mano
Fria and did a lot of my early design, as well as having run numerous labels on his
own, he was most influential in the direct operation of Merck. Romulo put me onto
some good music, as did listening to DJ Aura week after week. Also some local radio
shows (college radio). It was a real mishmash of influences, and because stuff was so
small, I had to combine efforts a lot of the time to get anywhere. Basically all my
current friends are from high school or through music. High School was mostly graf
friends who generally like this kind of music anyway. I was big into Music in high
school, not to blow my own whistle, but I was way ahead of everyone as far as
electronic stuff was concerned. Hip-hop, I shared with my graf friends really because
that was the peak of good stuff. But most high school kids don’t get electronic music
until they turn 18 and can go to clubs.

WHAT KIND OF IMPRESSION DO YOUR OTHER FRIENDS HAVE OF WHAT 
YOU DO?
They love it. They all sport Merck gear, listen to the releases, go to clubs with me. 
I really don’t have any friends that don't have appreciation for hip-hop or IDM. I'm
kinda single tracked in that way but it's such a big part of my life. I don’t really get 
into meaningful relationships with people who don't listen to a lot of music.



CAN YOU TELL ME A BIT ABOUT HOW YOUR FIRST RELEASE, THE SYNDRONE
ALBUM 'TRISKAIDEKA' CAME TOGETHER?
I got onto IRC in about 1996 when I was more into the gaming scene, then around
1998, me and some local friends who also hung out on the IDM mailing list discovered
that IDM was starting to get a bit of an IRC following. The list has been around a long
time and used to be pretty quality. Though, I got off it shortly after I started Merck.
From the IDM list we formed a group of people on IRC who were into electronic music.
A lot of them were making music, both Travis (Stewart; Syndrone, Machinedrum,
Tstewart) and Proswell were initially part of it, as well as a few other scattered US/EU
people. I'm guessing this started around1998 or so though it’s a bit hazy. Around the
end of 1999, Travis was about 17-18 at the time and about to graduate from high
school. He sent me a CD of stuff he had been working on, and most of those ended
up being the first release on Merck. I got the stuff and basically explained to him that I
could do a small release because I knew all of these guys and could probably figure
out how to set up a label and put it out. Initially Merck was a very un-ambitious project
that really snowballed into more and more. I did 1000 of the Syndrone discs, and
around this time Miami had a really good rep because of all the labels from here. A lot
of them were still releasing really solid and regular stuff. So the initial Merck release did
better than it would have otherwise done, due to the Miami name. Soon after the first
release we started working on the second release, 'Squadron', which was basically
composed of a lot of people that had slowly moved into our channel to hang, or
friends of theirs.

HOW MANY OF THE SYNDRONE CDS DID YOU EXPECT TO SELL, DO YOU HAVE
ANY LEFT?
I only have a few left here. It went out of print a few years ago. I didn't have an
expectation of what I'd sell, but I looked at all the costs and doing under 1000 discs is
a waste. 

LATER THAT YEAR (2000) YOU PUT OUT 'APPLESAP' BY MD…
It had been released on the net as mp3s already in like 1998, so we added the
remixes. He was in Helsinki at the time and good friends with Brothomstates,
Lackluster, etc. The CD did okay, but I still have copies of it here. The artwork hurt it I
think; Fthr’s logo is almost unreadable, so unless you know what that CD is you can't
tell. For a label on it's third release it was a mistake, but I didn’t even think about it at
the time because I loved the art so much. 

The 'Aurora' cd (that followed) was in line with 'Squadron' in that it was just a lot of
people I knew from the net and actually a few tracks from demos I had received. We
had started receiving demos by that point. But it was an ambient CD so that put a
damper on sales.

YOU KEEP SAYING WE, WAS SOMEONE ELSE HELPING YOU OUT 
AT THIS POINT?
No, I mean me and my artists. It's always been a staff of one, but I consider my artists
part of the crew because they do promote, bring in other artists and all of that. But I'm
the only one ever doing the 'paper work'.

MACHINE DRUM, 'NOW YOU KNOW'…
That was our best selling disc ever and what blew us up. It did exceptionally well in
Japan, got licensed and really got us a foothold over there. In Japan Machinedrum is
kinda the main influence of IDM hiphop stuff, but in the US and Europe it's Prefuse 73.
There were a whole lot of lame comparisons early on. Machinedrums album came out
in February and Prefuse’s didn't come out until the summer, but Prefuse had tons of
cash behind it so it blew up. But in Japan it's all about music, nobodys marketing to
them so they all heard Machinedrum and then four months later heard Prefuse. In the
long run people realized that they are nothing alike, but early on it was really an issue.
Every Machinedrum review from 2001-2004 mentions Prefuse. It's real sad and
something that bothered both me and Travis. We love Prefuse’s stuff of course, 
and have always been fans of it, it's nothing personal against him but it was always
frustrating to not really get proper recognition.As far as the music, Travis and I were
always into electronic but I was more into hip-hop. Travis was as well but to a less
degree because he lived in North Carolina. At one point in 2000 I made a hip-hop 
mix tape that I gave to him. You can trace about 90% of the hip-hop samples on 
'Now You Know' to that hip-hop mix. The first Machinedrum track came out on
'Squadron' but it was more in a laid back melodic stlye. He did the second
Machinedrum track shortly after which was the opening track on 'Now You Know' 
but at one point it was supposed to be the opening track on the cancelled Merck cd
'Echelon', a compilation that was kind of Squadron/Aurora leftovers that was going
okay, but I eventually realized I wasn't that happy with it so we cancelled it and
fortunately Travis was cranking out Machinedrum stuff by that time so we used it 
as the opener on the album.

DID ANY OTHER TRACKS FROM 'ECHELON' SEE THE LIGHT OF DAY?
No, I don’t think any of the other tracks ever got released. I still have one from a friend
who's been around for a long time that I may stick on something down the road.

'NOW YOU KNOW' WAS REISSUED ON VINYL IN NOV 04, BUT EVEN THE
ORIGINAL VERSION CAME OUT A LITTLE LATER THAN THE CD...
Our first vinyl release came out April 2001, shortly after the 'Now You Know' CD. I had
done all CDs for the first year and a half which really helped us to keep going because
you make more money on CDs. We started rolling on Merck in Jan 2000, the first vinyl
didn’t come out until April 2001 which was a sampler of the 'Squadron' CD. Also the
guys at DUB in Holland had heard the Syndrone disc and ended up licensing it for a
12" early 2001, so that was the first Merck music to appear on vinyl probably.



WHAT SIZE WERE THE VINYL RUNS FOR YOUR FIRST FEW RELEASES?
April 2001 we dropped two 12"s: the 'Squadron' sampler and MD 'Remixes', 1000
copies of each. The 'squadron' 12" sold out fast because it had Machinedrum and
Brothomstates. The MD one took longer but it's been out of print for years now. We
repressed another 1000 Squadron 12"s a few years after with new art and mastering.

WHY THE DELAY, DID YOU WANT TO MAKE SURE DEMAND WAS THERE FIRST?
Yeah, I didn’t really care about releasing at the same time on CD and vinyl. I still don't
focus that much on it because the fans are always so segmented with "I only buy
CDs" or "I only buy vinyl". I always saw it as selling to two different markets most of
the time, but it did help to do the CDs first to make sure something had demand, and
to get some money to help the vinyl bloodbath.

WHAT CAN YOU TELL ME ABOUT THE FIRST PROEM ALBUM YOU PUT OUT,
'NEGATIV'?
I had been a Proem fan for a long time, before Merck actually. The first Proem and
Lusine albums came out around the same time in 1999. I heard both and was just
blown away. They were both guys from the US doing top notch IDM. So from then on 
I always had an interest in Proem and we hooked up online somehow and sorted out
'Negativ'. Rick (Proem) is a graphic designer by day so he always prefers to do his
own graphics. He's an older gent (as far as IDM is concerned) and has been doing
music for a long time actually. He had a previous career as a noise artist, part of some
crazy group, I forget what it was but they did a split vinyl with Merzbow at some point.
That whole chapter is kinda lost though. He was kinda like me in that he started off
with industrial and moved into IDM after. Proem is our second best selling artist after
Machinedrum. 'Negativ' did real well and sold out within a few years as well. We
repressed it at a later time with new art.

YOU'D BEEN RUNNING THE LABEL FOR OVER A YEAR AT THIS POINT. WHAT
KIND OF PROMOTIONAL STRATEGIES HAD YOU DEVELOPED BY THEN?
Not a whole lot. I’ve always been aware of the ‘major label’ way of doing things, but I
always had a real appreciation for the Skam style of things; put out real good quality
music, with mysterious/no info and people will come to you. Don't sell an image, just
sell good music. It works to a degree. It's never extremely successful but we still work
to those ends for the most part today. I knew very early on how the magazine/review
game worked and was coming from almost no money, so I had no ability to buy ad's
or a publicist. That was way out of my reach and I had literally a dozen guys cranking
out good music so it was like, I can either spend $1500 promoting this CD or that can
pay to do someone else's CD entirely so I just focused on releasing alot of stuff and
hoping there were enough fans like me with the enthusiasm to search out good music.

YOU WERE STILL AT UNIVERSITY RIGHT? SO YOU DIDN'T QUITE HAVE THE SAME
NEED FOR MONEY TO SUPPORT YOURSELF THAT YOU DO NOW?
Yea I was still in school for the first few years of the label. My family has never been
wealthy but we are always in good shape. My parents are both social servants, so
we've always had food and a nice house but if I wanted any cool shit I had to get
money on my own to take care of that. I literally started the label with my life savings. 
I had like four thousand dollars which went to have the first two CDs made and I've
kept turning that money over since then.

HOW EASY WAS IT AT THE BEGINNING TO GET DISTRIBUTION IN PLACE?
Distribution is never easy. I did find a few spots quickly because the glut of people
putting out music hadn't hit yet. In my second and third year it became increasingly
difficult to find places to expand to. I knew a few spots offhand because Miami people
sold to them. So I just hit them up and basically said "Hey....,Miami stuff,... wanna buy
it?" and they did. I wasn't selling a lot but it was enough to keep me rolling. 

YOU THEN DID ANOTHER MD DISC 'BETWEEN GAPS' EVEN THOUGH THE FIRST
ONE HAD BEEN LESS SUCCESSFUL THAN SOME OF THE OTHER ARTISTS YOU'D
BEEN WORKING WITH...
Well, he was a good friend and it did solid. You can't really tell how successful releases
are except in the long run when you are that small, plus releasing more stuff from an
artist is always a good way to move older stuff

THE ARTWORK FOR THAT DISC IS A REAL FAVOURITE OF MINE, CAN YOU TELL
ME A BIT ABOUT THE VARIOUS DESIGNERS YOU'D BEEN WORKING WITH UP TO
THAT POINT?
The 'Between Gaps' art was a collaboration between Fthr, who did the first MD cover
and a British guy named Derek/Ninjagirl. One of them did a painting of the face and
then the other one fucked with it. At that point in time, for graphics, I only had Fthr 
and La Mano Fria. Fthr was good friends with all the finnish guys and lived with
Brothomstates, etc.. so he was a natural fit.

WHAT INFLUENCES YOUR CHOICE OF ARTWORK?
Graffiti, Designers Republic, Die Gestalten Verlag. Those are the main sources of art
that probably formed my taste in graphics.

SO YOU HAVE AN IDEA OF THE KIND OF THING YOU'RE LOOKING FOR MOST
THE TIME?
Not at all actually. Generally I work with my designers on a 'pro bono' (for free) basis
so I don't like to be restricting off the bat. I basically give them the music and a format,
then tell them to start doing something and send me a preview so I can help guide
them. If the musician has any input I let them send over an explanation. Generally less
than half of the musicians really have a preconceived notion of the graphics so a lot of
time the designers just get to do their thing.



TELL ME ABOUT THE ILKAE DISC 'PISTACHIO ISLAND'...
Ilkae was another one from our internet group. One guy lived in Ottawa, Canada and
one in Poland. They would trade shit back and forth across the net and work together
but they could never finish anything. It was all short clips. So I said to them "why don't
you just do a CD of short loops...end to end, jumpy IDM but that uses all the good shit
you guys are doing.” They didn’t like the idea initially but eventually came around to it
and MD helped them form the CD. That one didn't do to hot initially, but I think people
didn't get it. In the long run it built a cult following of diehard fans as did 'Aurora'.
Once we released the Ilkae remix CD, they started to get proper recognition. There are
some people that just totally love that CD as one of their favourite things on Merck, the
Minneapolis scene especially.

YOU THEN RELEASED JIMMY EDGAR’S DEBUT 'MY MINES I' UNDER THE ARTIST
NAME 'KRISTUIT SALU VS MORRIS NIGHTINGALE'. I'M GUESSING YOU HAVE A
BIT TO SAY ABOUT THIS?
I found Jimmy on a demo, the only album I've gotten off a demo. He sent me a disc
with two hip-hop kinda tracks and two glitchy tracks and I loved all of them, so I got in
touch and we worked out the album. I loved both his styles and we didn't have
enough for two separate albums, but felt the melodies tied them together so we did
the vs. thing. I've always really enjoyed that disc. 

HE APPEARS TO HAVE AN INTERESTING BACKGROUND?
It's a bit exaggerated I guess. I dunno if he actually played raves at fifteen, but it
makes for good promotion. Either way Jimmy's a great kid, we spent some good time
together in 2002. 10 days in Japan and a week in New York so I got to know him
pretty well. This was all before warp was on the scene though, and things changed a
lot after that.

WHEN DID THAT HAPPEN?
Honestly, I dont remember exactly but it was after 2002. In the fall of 2002 we 
had started working on two new albums. One for Kristuit Salu and one for Morris
Nightingale. I had started to solicit licensing, we had some artwork done up and we
had most of the music done. Then Warp stepped in and basically all of it was pulled
and they ended up scrapping most of the albums and using a few tracks on his debut
release. He's got almost a full album of unreleased Kristuit Salu stuff that is great. 
The Morris Nightingale stuff wasn't as on with what I was going for at the time, but I’m
a bit of a hip-hop traditionalist. Nonetheless, that was all cancelled and we never put
out another track from Jimmy. Warp has commandeered roughly four albums from us
so far, two of which were Jimmy’s. The other two were Brothomstates and Shadetek.
Both of which we had agreed to do and were later cancelled after Warp stepped in,
though we hadn't begun track selection on either of those.

WOULD YOU STILL CONSIDER DOING THE OTHER KRISTUIT STUFF?
Yeah, I've talked about it with Jimmy briefly but he always ends up being busy. I've
thought about trying to follow through on some past things that I feel are worthwhile
once I quit Merck. I just can't see myself putting in the time right now to arrange that
kinda thing when the same effort could get me two albums from other guys.

THE BROTHOMSTATES LP ON WARP IS STUNNING.
Yeah it is. It got panned but quite honestly, Merck is the elaborate brothomstates fan
club. All the major artists on Merck are HUGE Brothomstates fans. He's extremely
picky about what gets released, but he sends a lot of shit to his friends so we all 
kinda know the true potential. 

SOME MIGHT SAY WARP HAVE DISGRACED THEMSELVES OF LATE...
Haha, I’m so far out of things myself, I don’t really care. At any point they could start
releasing good shit again and I think everyone would hop back on. I guess we're all
still hoping with each release that some dope shit will come back. It's partly the lack 
of Rob Mitchell and partly the market is gone.

MUSICAL TRENDS HERE IN THE UK ARE WHERE THE CASH IS AT. WARP IS
PRETTY BIG THESE DAYS AND THEY'RE GOING TO EXPLOIT IT.
Yeah, I don’t even know what they put out anymore, except what friends mention.

A MOMENTS SILENCE FOR THE MEMORY OF WARP AS WE ONCE KNEW IT?
Indeed.

THAT'S ENOUGH, TIME TO GET ON WITH OUR LIVES AND THE INTERVIEW. 
LET'S TALK ABOUT THE LACKLUSTER REMIX EP...
I've always been friends with Esa. It's just kind of some tracks by him that I liked. A lot
of Merck stuff is that; "just kind of some tracks that I liked a lot". Much of the early
stuff was just 'Gabe’s favourite tracks by artists', then we started getting into second
albums and such and I tend to take less control over those.

WHAT ABOUT MACHINE DRUMS 'HALF THE BATTLE EP1'..
Yeah, that’s our #1 best selling vinyl ever. That and the CD are some of my favourite
stuff we ever put out. It was exactly the kind of stuff I wanted to be releasing; good
hard IDM with a hip-hop tinge. Funnily enough the 'Half The Battle' CD is the worst
selling Machinedrum CD overall. All the other Machinedrum albums have sold better. 
I really enjoy compilations because I can get so involved and make a whole lot of
direct quality control decisions.

PERHAPS IT LACKS THE CONSISTENCY OF THE OTHERS, BEING A COLLECTION
OF REMIXES?
Yeah, I guess it's not a very good straight listen but every track on it is a gem in 
my view.



HOW DID THE DECISION TO DO THE VINYL VERSION AS THREE EPS AND NOT 
A SINGLE LP HAPPEN?
It started off as one, that’s all it was initially. We hadn't gone through a whole remix
project type thing. We just asked a few guys and it came out so awesome. We quickly
put it out and then continued working and got more of them in so we did the CD and
two more EPs. The last EP didn't happen until about a year and a half later. The
original 'Half The Battle' CD came out Sept 2002, the third 12" came out Feb 2004.

DID YOU REQUEST ALL THE REMIXES OR DID SOME PEOPLE OFFER THEM TO
YOU?
I honestly don't remember too well. I knew all of those guys pretty well at that point.
There were actually very few rejected remixes on that disc. We used almost every one
that was submitted. Jimmy Edgar and Shadetek did remixes that didn’t make it on due
to incompleteness, but the first track on the Shadetek 2x12" (on Warp) is their remix of
Machinedrum with a bit more work on it. We also did a Japanese version of the CD
with P-vine that has about 5 exclusive tracks 2 of which were alternate mixes. Vim and
Secede both did two mixes so we put one set on the US release and a different set on
JP one.

PROSWELL 'KONAMI'...
My first release with graphics from Akira Takahashi. I had known Joe since the early
days of the label, he was one of the first members of our IRC channel. He's always
made music and ran inpuj.net. His stuff is obviously video game influenced, so the
initial title of the album was 'llrruuddab' which was the 'Konami Code' from NES
games (Konami means 'wave' in japanese) so we decided to go with that as it was a
bit less esoteric. We did 1000 copies and had a huge buzz in Japan at the time it came
out so we really sold a ton of those over there. It was very surprising, but it was the
perfect timing of Merck blowing up because of Jimmy Edgar and Machine Drum and it
was also released shortly after I had been to Japan, visited a lot of places and done
promotion. It's always been niche music in my eyes, people either like it or they don't.
It's for people who played a ton of video games growing up.

HOW DID THE 'MD2' EP, A SELECTION OF TRACKS FROM THE N5MD
COMPILATION OF THE SAME NAME, COME ABOUT?
Well I knew the guys at n5MD for a while, it was one of the few other US labels on a
similar level. We traded releases and I really loved 'MD2'. We had some artist overlap, 
I liked some tracks and they didn't do vinyl so I figured I would do up something.

LIKE THE QUENCH EP LATER ON?
Yeah, basically same situation. Though on the Quench I had actually wanted to do that
around the time it came out originally. I was just swamped and the 'MD2' EP had done
okay so I wasn't super pumped to do more vinyl only stuff in that vein. Later on I had
time and started talking to Funckarma (Quench). They agreed to rework the tracks to
be more vinyl friendly and so I said "Fuck it..lets do it".

PROEM, '2=1' EP...
Good record. Bit of a story on that one. I've pretty much dealt with two vinyl pressing
plants in my career. One is good, One is local and ghetto. That was pressed locally
because I was printing jackets locally. Due to some random vinyl player problems, 
we had that thing pressed and upon getting 1000 copies, they skipped minorly on 
my player. So I got frantic and basically decided to sell some and give away a lot.
Ends up we didn't have any widespread skipping problems, and my turntable was
badly calibrated. As long as your table is setup decent it won't skip, but the grooves
are a little shallow. So I'm not sure if you saw it but we put a sticker on each record
that said something about moon gravitiy...adjust your tonearm to heavy setting or
some crazy shit. But in the end the record sold out pretty quickly and didn't have any
major skipping problems. Good lesson there; listen to your test presses well and on
multiple turntables. Also it took a long time for us to get in a good production groove
as far as vinyl, which happened soon after the Proem record. So the early records
were a bit of a mess but I started doing 'Half The Battle' and 'MD2' at my other plant
and shit started to come together. 'Half The Battle' was also the first vinyl record Twerk
mastered. We met originally on the net, he actually knew Proem from way back and we
became good friends. He slowly got into mastering, mostly from Merck stuff. We were
like 75% of the business for his company Audibleoddities in the first six months or so.

TWO AND A HALF YEARS INTO THE LABEL YOU FOLLOWED UP THE PREVIOUS
MACHINE DRUM CDS WITH HIS SECOND FULL ALBUM 'URBAN BIOLOGY'. 
YOU CAN CERTAINLY HEAR A PROGRESSION...
Yeah, it's definitely drifting away from the earlier more aggressive vocal cutup stuff.

HOW DID YOU SEE IT IN COMPARISON TO 'NOW YOU KNOW'?
Just as a more mature work. Maybe an unconscious effort to get away from the sound
that was constantly being compared to Prefuse 73. It flows better because it was
made in a more album oriented sense, whereas the first album was more a collection
of tracks.

THIS WAS YOUR SECOND ATTEMPT AT A FOLLOW UP ALBUM FROM AN ARTIST
(MD BEING FIRST). DID IT HAVE ANY EFFECT ON HOW YOU MANAGED THE
RELEASE?
Yeah, second albums I don’t get as involved with picking every track. I kinda let the
artist present a tracklist and then I edit that. Whereas with first albums, I usually will try
and pick most of the tracks from a pile of choices, unless it comes to me ready to go
(as some do).



DID YOU GET MUCH FEEDBACK FROM TRAVIS ON HOW YOU'D HANDLED THE
FIRST ONE?
We both liked the first one a ton. It was fairly mutual

'URBAN BIOLOGY' AND THE CD VERSION OF 'HALF THE BATTLE' CAME OUT AT
THE SAME TIME WHICH MEANT PUTTING A LOT OF EGGS IN THE MACHINE
DRUM BASKET. BY THAT STAGE YOU MUST HAVE BEEN PRETTY CONFIDENT IN
WHAT HE WAS DOING.
Yeah, at that point in time I was trying to focus on putting out CDs two at a time to
save on efforts. I did it for cat #s 011-018, then went back to one at a time. It helped
me save time but in the long run I could tell it didn't really help sell anymore releases.
But there was definitely a lot of confidence in Machine Drum at that point, as the
response on the first disc was great.

SO THEN THE JIMMY ALBUM AS TWO EPS. ANY REASON TO DO IT THAT WAY
RATHER THAN AS A DOUBLE LP WITH ARTWORK, ETC.?
Well double LPs are hard. They take a large sum of money at one time and then you
gotta sell that one unit to make your money back. That’s why on a lot of releases I've
tended towards putting out separate vinyl as opposed to one double vinyl because it’s
more risky and difficult to do it at one time. Plus the Jimmy Edgar thing was kind of
natural for two separate 12"s anyway since it was the vs. thing. We repressed the
Morris one but not the Kristuit. 

HOW DID YOU FIND DECEPTIKON, CAN YOU TELL ME ABOUT HIS RELEASE?
Travis met Zack in Seattle during a festival that they were both playing at. Zack was
just starting out but he had a good rep in the Seattle area. He sent me a demo and I
really loved it so we decided to put out the best six tracks as a 12", then see where it
went from there. His 12" did really well and sold out a few months later. It was always
on my mind to do an album but he didn't have enough material yet so we just dropped
the 12" then waited for more.

THE FRANK & BILL 7" IS ONE OF THE FEW RELEASES I HAVEN'T HEARD. 
WAS THERE A SKAM CONNECTION?
This was before their Skam release. I had known them since the early days of the label
and they did a remix that is the first track on the 'Squadron' CD/12". They're two
Swedish guys who've been making IDM for a long time. We were trying to work on
something and finally figured out the 7" thing. 

BLAMSTRAIN'S ALBUM 'ENSI' IS AN ALL TIME FAVOURITE OF MINE...
Yeah, the 'Ensi' CD is great. Juho was real young when he started that. He was like
14-15, chilling with Brothomstates, Lackluster, and the Helsinki crew and heavily
influenced by them. I think we released that album when he was about 18 or so. It's
got a real nice IDM/Industrial kind of edge. He has a new album ready but it’s almost
all ambient. I basically told him I couldn't really release it. It was done right about the
time I decided to end the label and try to put out less IDM. It's a great album but may
be hard for fans of 'Ensi' to get into immediately. It's supposed to be on Sending Orbs
at some point in time. He is also going to be working with SRL records at some point,
he's put out a track with them already. I'm not sure what else he has planned but SRL
will be putting out the Blamstrain 'Remixed pt. 2' 12" at some point as well.

SRL ARE LICENSING THAT FROM YOU THEN?
It's not really licensed, I'm just letting him do a vinyl of it. Kinda like the n5MD thing
but the other way round. They are tracks from our CD that I basically can't get around
to putting on vinyl.

DON'T YOU OWN THE RECORDING RIGHTS?
Kind of, but they are just remixes. I don't generally pay guys for remixes except in
merchandise. It's why I don't sell any of my remix albums digitally.

THAT'S PRETTY SOUND THAT YOU GUYS CAN BE SO INFORMAL ABOUT STUFF.
Yeah, we're all doing this for the love. The people who bring all the drama into it 
aren't gonna last long...take that drama somewhere that you are at least earning a
good living. 

YOU WANT TO TELL ME A LITTLE ABOUT THE 'DOSAGE' COMPILATION?
It started off as a 12" of a bunch of tracks that I liked but didn't have a home for. After
the 12" came out I ended up with more tracks along those lines so I did a CD. These
were all hip-hop oriented but at the same time I started doing the same thing with
some IDM tracks and that became the compilation 'Doubledown'. Both CDs are just a
bunch of  tracks that I really like and wanted to put out somehow.

ESEM'S 'SERIAL HUMAN' IS ANOTHER PERSONAL FAVOURITE OF MINE AND
DEFINITELY SHARES SOME COMMON GROUND WITH THE BLAMSTRAIN
ALBUM...
Esem was another guy from the internet scene and friends with Brothomstates,
Lackluster, etc. I knew him for a long time and was the first person to offer to release
his music physically. Soon after, Defocus hit him up, sweet talked him and
unbeknownst to me, he put my thing on hold and did there thing first. He later realized
he made a mistake, came back to me and we did his album. Defocus got a few great
tracks but i'm more happy with the Merck album, its two different sides of his music.



WHAT DO YOU KNOW ABOUT DEFOCUS AND WHAT WENT DOWN THERE?
We obviously had artist overlap. I was always better friends with the artists but they
had the label name Clear behind them and good UK distribution, which later changed
to SRD. SRD ended up putting them under but it was probably more the labels fault
than the distro. Claire who ran defocus and used to run Clear Records was a bit
crooked. Basically, all the artists were paid very little, if at all. None of the music was
ever audio mastered. They would insist on this one guy doing all the graphics and his
stuff wasn’t really to eye catching. I can respect the idea of keeping a visual theme to a
label but there’s something to that fact, that every label that sticks to just one designer
doesn't last that long. You gotta let your guys breath.

SO WHAT WAS THE EFFECT OF ALL THIS ON THE ESEM ALBUM?
Well we had some difficult times but I forgave him and we started working on shit. We
are still good friends. He's in a rather unfortunate situation as he's a real smart guy but
he was born and raised in Bulgaria and has constantly tried to escape that but hasn't
really been able to. He lived in London for a few years attending an audio school but
he's back in Bulgaria now. He's done a lot of good new music, but got involved in
some more shady dealings with another new label. He worked up some big album and
it all fell through. I offered to put out just about anything he's done recently but he
doesn’t really have much interest in putting stuff out anymore after all he’s gone
through.

TELL ME ABOUT 'BREAKSPIRACY THEORIES', THE FIRST MALCOM KIPE 12".
WHAT DID YOU THINK OF HIS PREVIOUS OUTPUT AS NAUTILUS ON PLANET MU?
I always liked his stuff. I forget who I met him through. Maybe Proem or my friend Attila
who runs the Planet Mu website, but he basically had some hip-hop stuff that Mu
wasn’t really into... no wait, actually I knew him from before that because I was trying
to help him get the Kipe stuff onto a bigger hip-hop label but they all flaked out. I
forget what that was all about. Anyway....I ended up releasing it.

IT'S INTERESTING STUFF IN THAT I'VE PLAYED IT TO SOME PEOPLE WHO
WEREN'T REALLY INTO OTHER MERCK RELEASES BUT LIKED IT A LOT. DO YOU
THINK IT HELPED TO EXPAND YOUR AUDIENCE IN SOME RESPECTS?
Yeah, I'm sure it helped expand the audience somewhat and put people onto
Machinedrum and Deceptikon. It's definitely different. I didn't really think about it much
because I just like it a lot but I have broad tastes. Funnily enough, Skyler (McGlothlin,
Malcom Kipe) emailed me the other day and said, looking back he was surprised I
released it because it's so different from the rest of the catalog. It's all just music I like.
I actively try to not be too all over the place, but it's never bothered me much to do
Esem, Lateduster and Malcom Kipe all on the same label, just because it's always
been my favourite music of the moment.

ADAM JOHNSON IS ANOTHER HIGHLIGHT OF THE CATALOGUE FOR ME.
I met Adam through a remix project I did that never came to fruition. Him and Mr
Projectile actually. Someone, somehow arranged for them to do remixes and in the
process of trading mp3s around Adam sent me some stuff, I requested more and we
became good friends. We have the same sense of humor. Eventually we formed it all
into his debut album and he became my primary link into the Minneapolis scene. He
used to be a big techno DJ, him and Projectile used to play techno at raves in
Minneapolis.

SO, THE LACKLUSTER ‘SHOWCASE’ CD...
It's a collection of some of his tracks really; the two vinyls he had done before, plus
some new stuff he had that I liked, though a lot of it was old. I look at it as kind of a
'best of' out of his non-Defocus stuff.

I REALLY LIKE HIS TRACKS BUT IT SOMETIMES SEEMS DIFFICULT I THINK TO
MAKE THEM WORK WELL AS AN ALBUM.
Yeah, I dunno if it flows that well. It's hard when you are coming at a project with a pile
of tracks without much connection.

DO YOU WANT TO TELL ME A BIT ABOUT YOUR RELATIONSHIP WITH THE NET-
LABEL 'MIASMAH' AND HOW THE COMPILATION OF THEIR TRACKS CAME
ABOUT?
Well, Erik (Skodvin) who runs Miasmah was a good friend from the beginning of Merck.
He did every version of our website since v.2 and always ran his net-label. After talking
for a while we decided to do a comp of basically my favourite tracks from the label
over the year.

IT'S AN AWESOME CD BUT WERE YOU NOT WARY THAT ALL THE TRACKS WERE
ALREADY AVAILABLE TO DOWNLOAD FOR FREE ONLINE?
Nah, it may effect sales slightly, but that's never hurt me very much. We've had a lot of
tracks over the years that were online first. It didn't really sell super great but it's stuff I
like and we have a certain following that may not be aware of the mp3 scene,
especially our Japanese fans.

I HAVEN'T SPENT TOO MUCH TIME LISTENING TO THE SECEDE CD, CAN YOU
TELL ME A BIT ABOUT THAT?
It's a great CD. I met Len through Proem. He's a great guy but he's very uncertain of
his stuff. He'd known proem for a while so he sent me a pile of tracks and we sorted
something out. He really wanted to make it a gapless CD that flowed so that's why the
structure of it may be a little bit awkward because they were all individual tracks that
were then taken and made into a flowing album later. It was a weak seller at first but
once his second album came out on Sending Orbs it picked up a bit.



WHAT ABOUT TIKI OBMAR'S 'HIGH SCHOOL CONFIDENTIAL'?
Tiki Obmar were hooked up through Adam Johnson. They sent me a demo on his
recommendation and they were really my first foray into guitar/electronic stuff; three
eighteen year old guys from Minneapolis. They played a ton of shows, like one a week
locally. They ended up moving over 600 copies of the CD on their own

PROSWELL 'CARROT DOSSIER'. INTERESTING NAME, TELL ME ABOUT 
THE ALBUM...
Yeah, that was his choice, I forget where its from. I like the album, It goes back to his
unique sound. I don't expect everyone to dig it. It did ok but it was released too late in
December and that hurt initial sales. 

THE ARTWORK IS REAL NICE.
Yeah, Akira did the art for it, same as the first album. Came out really awesome.

PROEM, ‘SOCIALLY INEPT’... ANY TRUTH IN THE TITLE?
Rick doesn't have a whole lot of friends. He's got his girlfriend that he's been with for
years and some online peeps but other than that he spends a lot of time at home. That
album did real well. It just kept getting orders. Another excellent disc in the Proem
saga.

HOW DID THE EP BY APHILAS, ANOTHER MIASMAH EXPORT, COME ABOUT?
Erik showed me the tracks. He knew I would love them. I totally did and had to release
it. It sold real well and is one of my favourite hip-hop things I've ever released.

CONSIDERING THE FLAVOUR OF YOUR FIRST FEW RELEASES, YOU'VE DONE A
GREAT JOB OF INCORPORATING THESE MORE BEAT ORIENTED BITS INTO THE
CATALOGUE.
Yeah, that's more the stuff I was going for originally but didn't find anyone doing much
of it.

MR PROJECTILE'S CD 'SINKING'... 
That album was originally supposed to be a split release with Musik Aus Strom. Matt
(Arnold, Projectile) had agreed to do an album for M.A.S a while befor,e but they hadn't
settled on the music and M.A.S was kinda winding down so we had all agreed that I
would handle production of it as a split. But when we sent Mike Fakesch (of M.A.S) the
tracks for the album, he said he didn't like them at all and he would prefer to do his
own album of different stuff at a later date. So I said "Cool...No Problem" and it was 
all Merck then. It was presented to me as it was released, ten tracks ready to go and I
dug it of course and put it out. It did real well also. Hot on the heels of the Proem
album.

TIKI OBMAR RETURNED WITH THE 'SEASONS' EP. WHAT'S THE PROGRESSION
FROM 'HIGH SCHOOL CONFIDENTIAL'?
Well, that was composed of these three tracks they had done since the last album.
They hadn't really done much else and we wanted to put those out but then we hadn't
done a remix thing in a while so I figured I might as well give these electronic guys a
chance to mess with the guitar/electronic stuff. It ended up starting off good but
unbeknownst to me the group was basically breaking up. I basically had to salvage it,
create my own disc out of it and get their approval. We still left off some good stuff;
both Esem and Lackluster did mixes that never came out. They didn't really care I
don't think, They were all at college, onto other shit and pissed at each other for
whatever reason. It was really annoying for me because I had alot of great guys doing
good stuff and these guys were just being real unresponsive. So I kinda just took
control of it and did what I felt was best. But for the Tiki Obmar stuff it was definitely
more indie than the previous album. We had worked on it for the spring, then the
whole summer was me trying to get the release finalized. We had scheduled a whole
college radio promo and all this stuff but in about the middle of the summer the shit 
hit the fan and I just salvaged the project and put it out early fall without much promo.
It had enough good names on it that it did well. The vinyl did okay but around that fall
was the time when vinyl started taking hits. Fall 2004 onwards I've pretty much
averaged selling 600 copies of 12" IDM. Tiki Obmar did a bit better than that though 
as it had Machinedrum and Deceptikon and its a kickass 12". 

HOW DOES HAVING THE ARTISTS WITHDRAW LIKE THAT EFFECT YOUR
PROCESS OF WORKING ON A TITLE, IS IT MUCH MORE WORK OR IS THERE
SOME PERKS TO THE EXTRA FREEDOM?
Yeah, a bit of both. The only thing that made it hard was that they were being difficult. 
I was trying to get them to have a lot of input on it but they were being negative.

'SALMATAXIA', THE RETURN OF TRAVIS STEWART'S ‘SYNDRONE’ MONIKER...
There's actually a whole Syndrone album in between 'Triskaideka' and 'Salmataxia'
that never came out. Pretty good shit, but maybe a bit derivative. We were trying to
make it into something but never really got it into any form although a few of the tracks
came out on 'Salmataxia'’. Me and Travis went back and forth on Salmataxia a lot
because I knew it was gonna be a hard sell and he had stubborn views on a few
tracks. He wanted the first track to be this ten minute audio massacre, which was neat
in and of itself, but it didn’t work for the album, and I finally talked him into making it
into the shorter bit that it is now. There were also one or two tracks I got him to cut but
for the most part it was all as Travis intended. Though I was right about the demand,
because it's the only CD Since Jan 1st 2004 that wasn't pressed in 2000 copies. 



TELL ME ABOUT YOUR RE-RELEASE OF LACKLUSTER'S OLD DEFOCUS EP...
Yeah, that's got one of my favourite Brothomstates tracks of all time, plus other
familiar Merck people and Esem had done a mix that they didn't put on the original.
It's just a great 12" that I think people really missed out on so I wanted to redo it. 
We had it mastered finally, and added on the Esem Remix.

HAD ALL THE ORIGINALS SOLD DO YOU KNOW?
I doubt it. Defocus was left with a ton of stock basically and Smallfish (the London
based record shop) took on all of it. I actually had talks with Nick (Smallfish) about 
co-ordinating the repress. I was going to buy the leftovers from them because I think
they had a couple hundred, but he's always in a million places at once so after a few
months of getting nowhere I just did my own thing.

I WAS ABOUT TO ASK THE NATURE OF THE DEFOCUS/SMALLFISH LINK. DO YOU
KNOW THE DEAL THERE?
I forget Nicks direct involvement with it but basically Claire skipped out on it all when 
it collapsed and Smallfish ended up with all the stock and the responsibilities to deal
with the artists.

HOW DID THE HELIOS CD 'UNOMIA' COME ABOUT?
One of the guys from Tiki Obmar found his stuff actually and showed me some of his
music. I got in touch, got a ton of shit and of course totally loved it so we figured out
the album. It's real good. He's got a whole family of musicians so he knows all kinds 
of instruments and all kinds of classical stuff, etc. He also attends Berklee School of
Music, one of the premier music schools in the US.

HOW ABOUT LANDAU, IS THE NAME A STARWARS REFERENCE?
I don’t know where the name is from actually. It was originally a four man group that
kinda went their separate ways. Two of the guys did most of the production. I had
known them for a long time and it just took them a long time to get the album together.
I don’t feel it's too groundbreaking or anything but the melodies and arrangements 
are great. They did the artwork themselves which sometimes makes me nervous
nowadays, but that one came off pretty good, it was all printed on recycled paper.

ILKAE, 'BRING EXTRA DRAGONS' EP...
This was the stuff that Ilkae got around to making into full tracks and basically the final
Ilkae music. We will be releasing a CD of it later this Summer along with the originals
and a remix or two as well as some newer tracks by one half of Ilkae who are no
longer together.

LATEDUSTER 'EASY PIECES'...
This is by far the most indie-rock thing I've done. I personally really enjoy it but it didn't
sell too well. It's kind of a super group that I met through Adam J. composed of
members of Dosh, Fog, Hymies Basement, and Neotropic, who around the release
time, were all blowing up. 

I WONDER WHY IT DIDN'T SELL SO WELL?
It's too indie for my crowd, I overestimated my ability to hit new people. I think a lot of
what's kept Merck going is our strong following who buy most of the shit we put out.
Seems like people either know about Merck a lot or don't know anything.

I THOUGHT MACHINE DRUMS THIRD ALBUM 'BIDNEZZ' WAS QUITE DIFFERENT
TO THE FIRST TWO, BUT A WICKED NEW DIRECTION...
Yeah, I think it's got more Syndrone elements to it than the previous two. A bit more
electronic and technical.

DO YOU THINK IT'S FAIR TO SAY THAT OF ALL YOUR ARTISTS, TRAVIS HAS
DEVELOPED THE MOST DURING HIS TIME WITH YOU?
Yeah, probably. He had the longest chance to develop, started off young and released
exclusively with me. Each Machine Drum album has a unique feel.

HE MUST BE PRETTY WELL RECEIVED IN THE EYES OF YOUR DISTRIBUTORS 
BY NOW?
Yeah, putting his name on anything assures it decent success.

ILKAE'S 'BOVINE REARRANGEMENT' FOLLOWS THE 'HALF THE BATTLE'
FORMULA (AT LEAST IN TERMS OF CONCEPT). DID YOU DO ANYTHING
DIFFERENTLY AS A RESULT OF HOW 'HALF THE BATTLE' WENT OR AM I
JUMPING THE GUN BY ASSOCIATING THE TWO?
The Ilkae remix project took forever to do mostly because Ilkae wasn't really together
anymore. So there wasn't a lot of motivation there, and much of it was reliant on them,
more so than 'Half The Battle' because Ilkae arranged most of the remixes themselves.
By the time the CD came out some of the mixes were two years old.

SO YOU WERE ORIGINALLY PLANNING IT AROUND THE SAME TIME AS ‘HALF
THE BATTLE’?
Well, not to far after. That was definitely the next remix project after Machine Drum and
it was a long one. 

DERU'S 'TRYING TO REMEMBER' CD...
Deru's album is great. I initially rejected it because I was really having problems selling
IDM. I told him I liked it but that I was just nervous about putting it out. Then, two
months later I had been listening to it once a week and I realized it was just good shit
and I should release because I like it not because of any sales concerns. It ended up
doing good, it's a few of my artists favourite releases on the label.



HAVE YOU ANY IDEA HOW WELL HIS PREVIOUS ALBUM DID ON NEO OUIJA?
No clue, but it supposedly did decent especially considering it probably had no
promotion. Deru was anxious to get away from Neo for his second one.

I WOULD IMAGINE YOU'D LOOK INTO STUFF LIKE THAT, ESPECIALLY IF YOU'RE
UNSURE ABOUT SALES.
Nah, it's all about the music to me. If it's good, I don’t care if the person did vocal
house before it, I'm gonna release it. I really think I established a good following of
people who trust what we are doing for the most part.

CAN YOU DESCRIBE YOUR STANDARD CONTRACT WITH ARTISTS, IS IT OFTEN
THE SAME AND HOW DOES IT DIFFER FOR REMIXES?
It's always the same for albums: 50% of profits with split ownership of the tracks. For
remixes and compilations the artists receive CDs and T-shirts for their participation and
retain full ownership of their track/remix.

WHAT CAN YOU TELL ME ABOUT ROYAL FOXBRIDGE?
He sent me an email demo I think. He had these good hiphop remixes going on and
lived in the UK at the time, though he's from Vancouver. He sent me a batch of stuff. I
found two good tracks and did the 7". I didn't expect much for hip-hop on a 7" but it
did real well, we sold over 1000 copies. So we've got him featured on this new 7" box
set and CD we are doing.

BLAMSTRAIN'S 'REMIXED' CD...
All my remix projects have been somewhat different. That one was conducted mostly
by Blamstrain himself but I probably got a few of the mixes done. It was pretty smooth
as far as remix projects go but didn't make much of a bump for sales. It's mostly IDM
guys and a few unknowns so I didn’t expect a whole lot.

'AURORA 2' IS DEFINITELY A RECENT FAVOURITE. ANYTHING PARTICULAR TO
TELL?
Just another in my line of compilations; all tracks that I really loved. I've always been 
a big fan of ambient but it doesn’t sell very well. I actually wanted to do the 'Aurora 2'
disc for a long time but I could never build up the balls to do it because 'Aurora 1' was
pretty mediocre on sales/attention. But as I've gotten closer to the end, I've ended up
doing a lot of things just for myself and not because I thought it would be real
successful.

THERE'S A FEW ARTISTS ON THERE WHO HADN'T RELEASED ON THE LABEL
BEFORE...
I've know Kettel and Cepia for a while and just been looking for a place to work with
them. Obviously I've known Twerk for a while, he actually hooked up Shapeshifter who
had sent him the track that's on the CD. Twerk knew I was setting something up so he
passed it my way and I loved it. Max Spransy was hooked up through a friend of
Adam Johnson’s. 

SABI'S ON THERE TOO. YOU GOING TO DO AN ALBUM? (GO ON!)
Probably not, but I'm gonna talk to him about it next time I see him. He runs Saag
Records and I know he's had something planned on that for a long time so I don't
want to push him to take it and leave his own label.

MALCOM KIPE'S SECOND EXCURSION 'LIT'...
It started out as leftovers from 'Breakspiracy' and we slowly built it into a real nice new
album, even more hip-hop than the first one. Digitally (with bleep.com) it did great. 

TSTEWART'S 'LIVING EXPONENTIALLY'...
Travis has been working on that stuff for years. He's always had a jazzy/indie side that
he's been slowly working on. He's probably got about three times as many tracks as
are on the album. He really worked hard on this one, spent a lot of studio time
recording instruments. Just about anything that sounds like an instrument on the CD is
real, not a sample. It's had a good response so far. I had some worries originally that it
may be to far from what people are expecting but I've had surprisingly positive
responses from people I didn’t expect them from which has given me confidence.

WE'VE SPOKEN TO TIM KOCH ABOUT HIS ALBUM 'FAENA' ELSEWHERE IN THIS
ISSUE. WHAT CAN YOU TELL ME ABOUT IT?
Well I've known Tim forever and it just kinda came together. He's always sending me
stuff and was in Europe for a while where he did up alot of tracks and then sent me a
nice demo after. They were close to done and I told him we could work on something.
It actually took longer than I expected as we didn't have enough tracks for a while but
he finally got a few new ones done and did up some great interludes that tied it
together nice.

DO YOU HAVE ANY PARTICULAR FAVOURITE TRACKS ON THAT ALBUM?
I like the newer ones but that's because I've heard the old ones so much. The new
ones would be 'Blue and Grey' and 'Cutcut'. Overall I'm real happy with how that
came out. It's suprisingly good and definitey his best disc to date.

THE NEW MACHINE DRUM REMIX ALBUM 'MERGERZ & AQUISITIONZ' IS THE
FIRST MERCK RELEASE TO WARRANT A DOUBLE CD FORMAT AND LOOKS LIKE
A MASSIVE PROJECT...
Yeah that one was pretty smooth too. I guess I'm learning how to do these things now.
Both Travis and I asked just about everyone we knew and we ended up getting like
fifty remixes in total. We wanted to do one disc but we just couldn't bring ourselves to
reject thirty-five people so we decided to do two. Basically, Travis picked his favourites
for CD1, I picked mine for CD2 and thats what the release is.



CAN YOU NAME ANY PERSONAL FAVOURITE RELEASES ON THE LABEL SO FAR?
'Half The Battle'. I just love how all the tracks came out, great melodies and beats. It's
hard to pick favourites really as the whole catalogue is my favourite stuff, that’s why I
put it out. All the compilations are personal and maybe some of the earlier albums a
little more than others because I may have had more input on them.

WHAT DO YOU THINK DIFFERENTIATES MERCK FROM OTHER LABELS?
Well that’s a hard question. I think all forms of art are derivative. It's often times just
not as apparent of the sources to most people. I know what all my influences are, so at
times I really don't see Merck as anything too groundbreaking on the 'unique' tip. I
think overall we don't have any labels that we could really be 'confused' with though.

WHICH OTHER LABELS DO YOU RESPECT AND WHY?
Warp really invented this stuff and gave it an outlet and a face. Skam had a very
unique style and excellent quality. Rephlex had balls to push the limits and not take
things so seriously all the time. Musik Aus Strom was good quality, good style, simple,
straight forward and efficient. All the Miami labels have a real do it yourself attitude,
just doing stuff because it's fun, new and exciting, not much cash motivation behind
itl. Fax had an excellent style and system, they built a real good following and defined
ambient music post Eno. Rawkus and Def Jux were about the best things to ever
happen to hip-hop, they really put out some good stuff and pushed things in a good
direction...unfortunately it didn't last.

DO YOU WANT TO TALK ABOUT THE 'WIND DOWN' AT ALL?
Generally we are just finishing off the release schedule, then selling off remaining stock
for the year after the last release. The last bunch should probably be released Aug-Nov
2006, 6 CDs and 4 vinyls.

HOW DID PEOPLE REACT TO THE NEWS...ARTISTS, FRIENDS, YOUR FAMILY?
Well out of those three not many were very surprised. They know how things really are;
it's not glamorous and it's not profitable. The fans were all shocked of course, many
are sad and sorry to see us go. People in the music industry know its
struggling...artists, distros, etc. The fans don't really get the whole picture though so
most of them don't realize where its heading.

WHO WOULD YOU MOST LIKE TO HAVE RELEASED WORK BY ON MERCK BUT
DIDN'T GET THE CHANCE?
Brothomstates I guess. We talked about some things but nothing panned out. I'm
really not that pushy or forceful with my guys anymore. I bring things up, if they follow
through then great, but my days of harassing people are over. That's most of what the
music industry really is, harassment. There were several points in the labels career
where I could have taken things to the next step but I chose not to because it goes
into territory that just takes the meaning out of it. I could have gotten a few interns, an
office, a publicist, etc. It's all just people to bug people, to pay you, promote you, play
you, etc. In the end I don't have many 'what-if' regrets really. I think things worked out
well.

WHAT DO THINK THE FUTURE WILL BE LIKE FOR THIS 'SCENE' OF SMALL-
SCALE INDEPENDENT LABELS TRYING TO SERVE NICHE MARKETS WITH
SPECIALIZED, QUALITY OUTPUT. PARTICULARLY ELECTRONIC STUFF?
Well, stuff will keep coming out as long as music remains cool and people have money
to waste trying to put it out. The industry as a whole is shrinking and changing so
drastically, it's kind of a subtle bloodbath. In the end it's really a paradox: electronic
music, the music of the future has played itself out. I think music has to hit a new
plateau in technology or something for it to progress further; a new way of perceiving
or experiencing music. I can't be too specific but it's gotta take a leap. Like when it
went from mono to stereo or stereo to 5.1 (which it still hasn't really done yet). You got
guys making CDs of white noise, silence, and all kinds of things branching off that.
You've really hit the boundaries of current audio. Now people are just kinda filling in 
the gaps of genre and sound and ways to combine them. That’s the 'future' of music
really, filling in the spaces. Current hiphop is just older hiphop + Autechre, it's connect
the dots.



WHAT WAS YOUR MOTIVATION FOR STARTING MERCK'S SISTER LABEL 'NARITA'
AS A P&D DEAL WITH UK DISTRIBUTOR 'BAKED GOODS' A COUPLE OF YEARS
AGO?
Techno saw a resurgence around the time we started it and I saw it coming. Kompakt
was doing good stuff and a lot of the music was moving heavily onto the dancefloor.
Narita's really just a sub-label of Merck with a distributed workload. It was supposed
to be even more Merck oriented but most of the Merck artists got distracted with other
shit so I found some special guys for Narita.

WHICH MERCK GUYS WERE YOU PLANNING RELEASES FROM?
Machinedrum, Secede,  Adam Johnson, Brothomstates, Blamstrain. Though 4 out of
the 5 have or will appear on Narita, I originally envisioned it even more Merck oriented.

COULD YOU RUN THROUGH THE ARTISTS THAT HAVE RELEASED ON THE LABEL
AND HOW YOU HOOKED EACH ONE UP. 
Adam Johnson was obviously from Merck. Apendics Shuffle was friends with a lot of
mutual friends, mostly Twerk and Travis. Yard and Arne Weinberg sent me demos. Aii is
Secede. Arctic Hospital (also featured in this issue) I had known for a while. He did
mostly IDM stuff and once he heard about Narita he sent me some sample tracks of
techno and they were just awesome. Anders Ilar I originally met through Adam
Johnson. Adam had him do a remix that I heard and loved, he then started sending 
me stuff and I loved it.

NARITA HAS A NICE VISUAL THEME IN TERMS OF THE 12" LABELS. CAN YOU
TELL ME ANYTHING ABOUT THAT?
Yeah, since I intended to do mostly vinyl I figured I would restrict the designs to a few
designers. Erik of Miasmah does all the labels and Noah who has done a few Merck
CDs did the jackets, designed the logo and is doing the designs on the two upcoming
CDs.

IN WHAT WAYS HAS YOUR APPROACH TO NARITA DIFFERED FROM THE WAY
YOU HANDLE MERCK?
Well, with the P&D it's nice not to have to deal with any of the physical side but then
you don't get to deal with much physical money either. I knew a shit load more when 
I started Narita so things went alot smoother and more focused. I really didn't know
where it was gonna go though. It was fairly shocking that Digweed, Sasha and Way
Out West all licensed the early shit. It was pretty open ended too. I had the first year in
mind but wasn't sure where to go after that.

WHAT ARE YOUR FUTURE PLANS FOR THE LABEL, I GATHER YOU'RE TURNING
IT OVER TO ADAM (JOHNSON)?
After the two albums and somewhere around the eleventh vinyl, Adam is taking over.
I'm basically gonna finish up what I had agreed to do before and then hand it over. 
I've known Adam for a long time and he knows his techno so I think he's the best
person to have his hands on it. 

YOU WANT TO SHOUT OUT TO ANYONE, SAY ANY THANKS, ETC.?
Yeah, I just want to thank Rob and the Multilink crew for doing this, its been a blast. 
All the artists on the label for contributing my favourite music, and some of the best
graphic design around. Finally, all the fans who've been buying our releases, going out
to shows, and telling their friends about our music, they are the reason we've made it
as far as we have, thanks for supporting.

WITHOUT THINKING ABOUT IT, GIVE ME A WORD THAT DESCRIBES YOUR LAST
SIX YEARS WORK.
Underground.

www.m3rck.net
www.naritarecords.com



www.percussionlab.com
www.cactusisland.net


DUSTER
www.fotolog.com/duster132

nivanhchanthara@hotmail.com

























I’m no anthropologist, but I think it’s fair to say that there was a time in the 
distant past, when trying to get yourself appreciated as a musician wasn’t all that
complicated.  All you would need to do to get the tribe’s recognition would be to
grunt loudly and hit a rock with your stick using more vigor rather than less.  If only it
was still that simple.

In the present day, there’s more to getting musical recognition than the pleasing of
your local tribe and the loudness of your ‘grunt and bash’ combo.  There’s a lot of
nice technology out there that a lot of people have access to. Not only does this
clever technology allow you to make unique music, it also allows you to get it to the
people that will appreciate it.

If you are a regular reader of this magazine, you probably need no introduction to
the idea of net-labels.  For those of you less familiar with the concept, they more or
less equate to music, computers, the WWW, compressed audio files, free downloads,
unsigned artists. A brief introduction to net-labels in general is easy to do. Telling you
about Kahvi Collective will need a few more words.

Kahvi releases instrumental music residing somewhere in the
electronic/IDM/ambient genres. Nik (4t Thieves) who runs Kahvi, describes the
collective style more intricately as being of an ‘original, calming, emotive, nostalgic’
nature. Having listened to a few of the tracks you may get an idea of where he’s
coming from. You may get a feel for a consistency of style throughout, helping to 
give Kahvi its identity. There is certainly an emphasis on the original with the music
regularly visiting the experimental.

Net-labels have pretty much come of age as a means of promoting unsigned
electronic music and Kahvi is clearly one of the bigger on the scene. The number of
releases now totals more than 170, with actual submissions to the label being about
twice this amount. Complimenting the standard music releases are various video and
mix releases. It’s hard to keep up with the pace with new additions to the catalogue
being made almost every week. However, Nik explains that it didn’t always look like
Kahvi was destined to be as prolific as this:

‘Kahvi was originally created many moons ago… by Strala (otherwise known as
Vae) as an outlet for him and his friends to ‘put out’ their own music on the Internet.
In 1999/2000 Vae was threatening with closing Kahvi due to ‘real life’ commitments
and I convinced him that it’s too good to be dropped completely and why don’t I 
take over. So I did.’

Vae himself is a Finnish recording artist and most of the original artists involved
with the label were from Scandinavia (hence ‘Kahvi’ being used to name the
collective). Some of the artists that released in the past have now gone on to make
quite a name for themselves within the electronic music scene. Regular readers of
Multilink may recognise the names Lackluster, Blamstrain and Esem as being past
features in the magazine.

‘Kahvi’, is Finnish for coffee.  
A suitable name for a net-label that 
can stimulate with over 500 tracks.



Since its Scandinavian beginnings, Kahvi has had a fruitful development and
releases now extend past the organizers immediate circle of friends. One assumes
that now the net-label is more established, it won’t have to face the possibility of
being closed down again. Ironically, it’s Kahvi’s brush with death and the subsequent
influence of Nik that has helped it flourish:

‘I’ve added functions such as pod casting and streaming and gained the support
of some of the big names of the electronic music scene such as Saul Stokes.

Now Kahvi has an annual bandwidth usage of 320gb a year (not including the
mirrors!) and around 3-4000 hits a day. Its good to see that people are enjoying the
music and the word is spreading. Pod casting is popular so why not try to appeal to 
a larger audience via a means that is known well. It’s all about accessibility really,
providing the music in the easiest way for a visitor to access.’

Accessibility does seem to be high on the agenda for Kahvi. The website has
adopted a novel way of encouraging visitors to sample its music with the option of
having a ‘Kahvi Shot’. If as a site visitor you don’t want to take on the responsibility
or forethought of having to select a release to download, this can be done for you.
The ‘Kahvi Shots’ options allow you to have at one extreme a single random track
streamed to your computer or at the other, the entire catalogue. You could call it
Kahvi internet radio in disguise. Also, if you don’t want to spend a lifetime
downloading all the releases, there is the option of ordering the entire catalogue 
on DVD.

The conception of Kahvi came at the tail end of net-labels releasing music on 
the web as MOD files (think, a midi file with a specific sound set of samples). 
These labels are really a legacy of the early Demoscene, when MOD files were a
necessity for releasing downloadable music, due to the limited bandwidth of the time.
Today, along with more bandwidth, we also have different formats of compressed
audio to choose from (‘mp3’, ‘ogg’ files). Kahvi has of late continued with its push
towards maximum accessibility in this area too. Albeit, having a slightly bumpy ride
on its way. 

‘Kahvi originally released in mp3 but due to confusion surrounding the licencing
from fraunhofer and the possible threat of legal action kahvi went ogg vorbis. In my
opinion the quality is better and there is a more ‘analogue’ warmth to the sound.
Recently, bowing to public pressure and for marketing reasons, Kahvi has started
releasing in mp3 once again, and the podcast has been mp3 all along. So Kahvi now
offers the best of both worlds.’

There you are wondering if we had put the epic ‘analogue or digital’ debate
behind us, when the possibility of an ‘ogg or mp3’ debate presents itself. If this
debate does come to the forefront in the future, Kahvi will be in the neutral position of
allowing visitors to decide which format is best for them. As a visitor, you may just as
well download a release in both formats. It’s not going to cost you any more.

Traditionally net-labels are not renowned for their interest in profit making. 
Kahvi however, is pursuing a couple of income sources than your average net-label
doesn’t get involved in. Not only is there the now quite standard option of making a
donation, there’s also the DVD catalogue and also a range of merchandise available
for purchase. Is this maybe a taste of a future aim to make a bit of money? 

‘There’s not really a real aim to make money. Buying the DVD is a service to 
those who don’t have the time or inclination to download the entire 5gb archive. 
The T-shirts are appearing due to requests from people. Donations and the extra
money from DVD sales (after postage costs etc) all goes towards hosting the site.’

For the moment at least, Kahvi is going to remain selfless and serve the exposure
needs of unsigned artists, rather than its pocket. Not to mention music fans that need
to satisfy their thirst for the new and alternative, as close to gestation as possible. 
To your average person, being in the position of running Kahvi must seem like a lot 
to be doing for so little in return. It almost makes you feel guilty to wonder whether
there’s a Kahvi event lined up for the future.

‘There’s a major problem with that. Getting the artists to the venue from wherever
they are in the world! The closest we have is the Netaudio Festival which is
happening in London. Kahvi will be there with a few artists. But for the future, who
knows?’

A fair point, being involved with a variety of international artists has it’s pro’s 
and con’s. You may have a consistency of style that fits an obscure niche, what 
you don’t have is artist mobility, especially when there isn’t much money involved.
Artist immobility and event organising obviously doesn’t mix. Also, one would assume
getting to a Kahvi event is not just going to be a problem for the artist’s. It’s also
going to be a problem for any Kahvi fans, being that like the artists, they’re going to
be spread throughout the world.

Although the label may not be making any solid plans for events in the future,
there’s no reason why it shouldn’t continue to develop itself in other areas. As we
already know, since Nik has been running things, there have been additions to the
way you can get to grips with Kahvi (podcasting, streaming). These additions have,
no doubt, helped with its exposure and accessibility. So, are there any non-event
related plans for the future?

‘I work with the ‘let’s see what happens next’ kind of philosophy. There is a
constant plan to gain more exposure, get more listeners, continually promote the
music that the artists have worked so hard to create and get it listened to.
Meanwhile, Kahvi will continue to release high quality releases once a week or so 
for the foreseeable future.’

www.kahvi.org
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